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QUARTERLY REPORT ON THE MEDIUM-ENERGY PHYSICS PROGRAM
FOR THE PERIOD ENDING JULY 31, 1972

by

HP-Division Personnel

ABSTHACT

On June 9, 1972, at 12:08 in the morning, an 800-MeV beam of pro-
tons was obtained from the LAMPF. Scores of men and women of extra-
ordinary competence and dedication were involved. They came from all
ports of LASL and from the nation's laboratories. Moral and practical
support issued from the Washington and local staffs of the AEC, from
the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, and from hundreds of future users
of LAMPF. The result is a crucial milestone on the path towards an im-
portant national goal, fistablithed in October 1968, with the release of
major construction fundn to this project. Having achieved full energy,
we can now, with added confidence, proceed to the objective of high
intensity, even as we complete and render operational the large and com-
plex experimental facilities for the aultifaceted programs wnich LAMPF
is designed to accommodate. We shall then proceed to implement the main
purposes for which LAMPF was constructed — improved knowledge of the
atomic nucleus, and the application of science and technology to the
betterment of life for people everywhere. A summary of the work per-
fo.Tned and the progress obtained duriug this crucial period is pre-
sented.



I. SUMMARY

Engineering Support

The approximately 100 h of operation that cul-

minated in the attainment of 800 MeV proved to be

gratifying from an operational standpoint. Required

maintenance was essentially zero and the overall sys-

tem performance was highly satisfactory.

A realignment exercise involving both magnetic .

and optical methodology was completed in the Injector

Area. The several misalignments discovered were such

that it may be hoped that the result&ut reposition-

ing will enhance the low-energy beam transport.

A recent failure of the ceramic dome in Tank 3

will, insofar as the foreseeable future is concerned,

formally mark the end of any continued attempt to

use domes for the vacuum/high-level rf Interface.

While they will continue to be employed for the low-

level monitoring loops, the experlancad Ufa of tha

large domes la auch «• to make their continued uaa

injudicioua.

The Varlan contract for tan klyatrona la pro-

ceeding satisfactorily. Equally encouraging, Litton

would appear to ba approaching a tractable aolution

to the "glitching" and arcing problems which have

plagued their contractual efforta to date.

With the attainment of 800 MeV, tha majority of

the group effort haa been ahifted to tha support of

the Experimental Area an* is represented in the -

switchyard, secondary, Biomedical Facility, and

Weapons Neutron Research Facility beam Unas.

A facility for performing the preinttallation

testing of the Experimental Area magneta la nearing

completion and will ahortly be operational.

Progresa on developing a scintillation and

light-pipe fabrication facility and a aulttwire pro-

portional counter frane ia proceeding satisfactorily.

Accelerator Systems Development

Installation and commissioning of tha 805-MHz

accelerator waa completed and, after three weeks.of

extensive dry-run testing and setup la Hay, tha fixat

805-MeV beta waa achieved very early.in tha moraing

of June 9, 1972, nearly a month ahead of schedule.

The energy waa verified using beam-loading techniques

and the delta-ray spectrometer. Equipment problems

during this period ware minor, an encouraging indica-

tion of generally sound engineering. '

Eaphavis was shifted to setting,up the program

for bringing the machine to full-intensity operation.

The experimental program waa resumed naar the end of

the quarter, and preliminary matching atudies axe

under way.

Development of application programs, uaing tha

central control system, wara contlnuad. The power

of the control system becomes increasingly clear

when the whole accelaretor is available to work with.

Scrapers were addad to the high-intensity trans-

port line, and conaidarabla prograsa haa been made

in achieving reproducible operation*

Testa of tha aingla and multiaperturc H~ source

were conducted and encouraging results were obtained.

Over 2 mA of H" beam has been achieved. Construction

of the H~ injector was continued.

Electronic Instrumentation and Computer Systems

A significant milestone was pataad in June when

the 800-MeV baas teat waa conducted entirely through

the LAMPF computer-based control system. The suc-

cess of this test is in part a confirmation o! the

conceptual design of ths control system and a mea-

sure of the thoroughness with which it waa engineered

and teeted. Further advances In the state of art 62

computer control of accelerators can ba expected as

the full power of the system is exploited.

The installation and wiring of equipment in th«

switchyard were major tasks this quarter. The con-

trol equipment in 20 racks had to be connected to

various devices, some crucial to tha 800-KaV test.

The work on Line A waa completed, but Line X will

aot be finished until August. Work started on a

:Sroup of programs to provide for control of the

magnets in the switchyard.

Preliminary designs for the control systems in

Areas B and C were completed. Drawings were pre-

pared to show the locations of all the devices along

Beam Lines B, C, EP, and HS. A tentative rack ami

chassis layout was made for the 24 racks of control

equipment. Hardware channel assignments were given

to the 1000 data and coatrol signals compiled for

the two'areas.

The second operator's console with its new

hardware waa put into operation for the 800-HeV teat.

Preparations for retrofitting the first console are

almost complete.

An additional 16,000 words of core mamory were

installed on the control computer. This action

"'a
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greatly eased the core-loading problem.

Several of the operational systems were extended

to the switchyard. These included the timing, fast-

protect, radiation-safety, TV, communications and

video systems.

The first major goal of the programming effort

fox the data-acquisition computers was achieved when

data were acquired through an "underground" program

and written on magnetic tape - the fundamental data-

acquisition task.

The first CAMAC Branch Driver (MBD) was put

into operation. In a demonstration, the MBD acquired

data, from a sealer under interrupt control, and

plotted the 24-bit data in a simple histogram on a

scope. Three additional MBDs were built and tested.

Accelerator Operations

The main activity during this period waa an in-

tensification of operator training on accelerator

operations in preparation for the 800-MeV bean teats.

This was accomplished by scheduling operations for

several weeks of three shifts per day interspersed

with weeks of two ahlfta per day. By working with

the experimentalists, beam line physicists, and sys-

tems engineers, the crewa learned and became fairly

proficient in running the accelerator and making

adjuataenta tc the system to keep the accelerator

on-line. Consequently, during the 800-MeV tests,

the crews performed their tasks with a high degree

of Jkill and deserve a fair share of credit for ihe

success.

During the next quarter, additional personnel

will be assigned to operations to bring the organi-

zation to full strength.

Experimental Area

Final design of the Isotope Production Facility

he* been completed; bids hove been received and con-

struction is expected to begin in August. An archi-

tect has been selected for th» Kadiobiology and

Therapy leaearch Facility and design work has been

started. Another architect has bees chosen for the

Weapons Neutron Research Facility and design work

is to begin, in. August..

After the.auccesaful use of the switchyard to

receive and perfom preliminary analysis of the 800-

MeV beam, the effort to complete the switchyard for

detailed beas) diagnostic studies waa undertaken.

All of the required switchyard magnets are installed

and a shakedown of the power supplies, control sys-

tems and Instrumentation is in progress. The com-

puter interfacing and data-acquisition systems are

nearing completion. The switchyard is scheduled to

be fully operational early in the next quarter.

Many of the magnets, power supplies, and other

components for Beam Area B (the Nucleon Physics

Laboratory), Beam Area C (the High-Resolution Proton

Spectrometer) and their respective beam lines have

been received and are being tested. Other components

such as the U>2 target for Area B and the Instrumen-

tation for both beam lines have reached the final

design stage. Detailed layouts of all the components

are being made. A great deal of consideration has

been given to the proper use of strippers and instru-

mentation to tune the bean lines and to provide the

necessary diagnostic information.

A satisfactory bid has been received for the

machining of the Energetic Flon Channel and Spec-

trometer (EPICS) bending magnets. Progress on the

other parts of the system remains In order though

aom difficulty in instrumentation development hes

bsen experienced. The design of the EPICS beam

separator has been completed and fabrication la

expected to begin soon.

A number of vacuum components for the Low

Energy Pion Channel have been received and others

arc in fabrication. A large fraction of the channel

design work is complete.

Extensive users' support hes been given to the

work on the High-Energy Plon Channel (P ). Such

work has included studies of tune up, beam monitov-

ing, backgrounds, magnet mapping, n-v separation,

and the effects of slit scattering. The design and

procurement of the hardware for the channel la pro-

ceeding on schedule but much physical preparation of

components for Installation remains to be done.

Magnet fabrication for the Stopped Huon Channel

is well in hand. Four additional power supplies have

been requested. Approximately 503 of the support

and alignment system has been ordered and the re-

mainder is being designed. Work on the beam line

vacuum system and accessories is proceeding on

schedule.

All nine of the large, radiation-ha< dened quad-

rupole triplets for the tranaport of ttw proton beam

through Area A and to the beam stop Ziave been re-

ceived. The preliminary electrical and water fitting



of the magnets has begun.

The target-testing station at the 100-MeV

"north port" ia nearly ready for use. k modest pro-

gram to further teat Area A and Biomed targets has

been planned.

Considerable operating experience has been

gained with the de-ionized water systems for Area A.

Much remains to be completed on the systems and

their eventual connection to their magnet and target

loads but no problems have arisen Co date.

The delta-rey spectrometer was successfully

used in the switchyard to provide an added verifica-

tion that 800 MeV had been obtained. Checks on beam

energy were also made at 226 MeV and 680 MeV as the

appropriate modules of rf power were turned on.

The Merrlmac gantry haa bean attached to its

shielded enclosure and the combined system has been

noved with the gantry hydraulic power system. The

final outfitting of the shielded enclosure and the

Merrimac Service Arja is scheduled to proceed on an

aa-necded basis.

The stacking of shielding in Area A has begun.

The shielding layout Is primarily determined by the

secondary bean line designers and by the need to

supply water and electrical powei- inside the shield-

ing mass. The stacking of the shielding is expected

to continue apace with the Installation of the

priaary and secondary beam line components.

Additional shielding calculations of the neu-

tron-flux spectrum available from the Area A beam

stop have been completed. The calculations were

performed for use by those interested in isotope-

production and radiation-damage studies.

LAMPF Facility Construction

Craft installation of equipment ?as completed

for tae accelerator and ia now exclusively devoted

to the experimental areas. Building construction

for LAMPF has been completed.

Physic* Research

General Facilities for Preparation of Experi-
ments

General facilities for the preparation of ex-

periments have been established and are being put

into effect. The equipment for winding multiwire

proportional counters (MNPC) haa been used to wind

chambers for several groups. The associated-elec-

tronic*, namely wire amplifiers, wire position en-

coders, and computer interface, hava been produced

in large quantities. Standard designs of phototube

shields and bases are being procured in quantity.

The intention is that MWPC and scintillation counters

shall be made available for a large group of experi-

ments .

Helical Multiwire Proportional Counter
Development

Development of helical wire proportional coun-

ters (KWPC) continued during the quarter, with very

encouraging results. A prototype HWPC waa tested at

the tandem Van de Graaff facility. The measured

spatial resolution was 0.6 mm FHHM but, since the

bean spot size waa unknown, this is an upper limit

for the resolution. The counter waa operated at

rates up to 50 kHz, and it appeared that this rate

will be possible for operation with EPICS. Helical

chamber electronics development and EPICS logica

electronics development is proceeding.

Pion-Absorotion Exparimeat

The dsta on ir production has been examined with

a view toward discovering empirical laws governing

the cross section. Several approximate Inn have

been deduced.

Practical Applications of LAMPF

The work presentad her* is being performed under

the auspices of the USAEC division of Physical. Re-

search, I'SAEC Division of Blomadlcal and Environmen-

tal Research, USAEC Division of Military Application,

and the National Cancer Institute.

Biomedical Program

Biomedical Pion-Channel Design

Design studies for the pion channel have become

•ore sophisticated in that they incorporate higher-

order calculations for the beam optics. Other stud-

ies indicate that coulomb scattering will be within

reasonable limits aven though mo«t of the channel is

air-filled, except for the last five quadrupoles,

which are helium-filled. The designing, engineering!

a-jd procurement o.>; the channel components are pro-

ceeding at a reasonable rate.

Pion-Produetion Target

Due to space limitations, * 1.5-ca-diaa, 5-cm-

long, water-cooled graphite target will be used to

produce negative pions for the biomedical channel.

Dose-Di»tributioa Calculations and Dociaetry

Calculations of LET distributions were started

using the results of the pion-energy-depooltioA



calculation from ORNL. Dos line try equipment, e.g.,

Rossi counters, ion chambers, radiation-damage

diodes, electrometers, etc., is being purchased,

constructed, or tested.

Treatment Planning

Various sections of the treatment-planning com-

puter program are being written and debugged. One

section was adapted from the Stanford pion-treatment-

planning cods.

Neutron Dose From Pions Stopping in Tissue

When pions arc- stopped in tissue, some of the

components of the resultant su.rs are neutrons and

gamma rays. Recent work indicates that the neutron

dose at ^ 5 cm from the edge of the treatment volume

will be t' IX of the treatment dose. Therefore, the

average whole-body neutron dose will be *»» 0.3X of

the treatment dose, and' the whole-body gamma-ray

dose will be negligible.

Shielding

Studies indicate that, the shielding between the

LAMPF proton beam and the patient will have to be

7 or 8 ft thick in order to not substantially con-

tribute to the average whole-body neutron 'lose dis-

cussed above.

Computer Control System

Work on the computer control system) is progres-

sing. Host of the equipment, including the PDP-11/45

computer, is scheduled to be delivered in August.

The software for the computer control system is

being modified and debugged.

Medical Instrumentation Development

The following equipment is being developed in

cooperation with the University of New Mexico School

of Medicine: an ECG preamplifier that is less .ien-

sitivn to rf noise and a balanced coexial transform-

er for «l«ctrosurgery units, which together will

greatly alleviate the problem of taking ECG readings

while el«ctroaurg»ry units are being operated. A

new type of clectrosurgical scalpel will "eeal"

arteries as they are cut. As ECG synchronized chest

compressor that increases blood pressure by more

than 20X and should Increase blood flow rates is

bains tested.

In Vivo Tissue Analysis with Muonic X lays

Hock, leading to a sore accurate prediction of

thvi anonic x-ray spectrum from tissue is continuing.

This work requires the determination of spectral line

shapes with Ge(Li) detectors, a.i well as. the calcula-

tion of line yields. .,

Meson Chemistry

This work is similar to the in vivo tissue

analysis discussed above. A cascade code is being

used to calculate relative muonic x-ray intensities

in several light atoms.

Radioisotope Production
t.a. 123

Some fadioisotopes, e.g., nf and I, are

being produced or vrf.il be produced soon, using the

LAMPF proton beam at 100 MeV and 500 HeV. Additional

data obtained during three series of experiments

performed at the Space Radiation Effects Laboratory

(SREL) have bees analyzed and are being compiled in

preparation for publication.

Weapons Heutron Research Facility Beam Line

The beam line extending from the 'AMP? switch-

yard arc* to the Weapons Neutron Research Facility

(WNRF) is under study.

LAMPF Users Group

Ths Executive Committee of the LAMPF Users

Group he*d a combined meeting with the LAMPF Elec-

tronic Equipment Pool Subcommittee:(LEBP) of TAP at

LASL on July 24, 1972. They received reports from

R. E. Mischke on the .status of the equipment pool

and D. C. Hagerman on the status of the accelerator.

In m executive session the Executive Committee

incorporated as the LAMPF Users Croup, Inc. and be-

came the first Board of Directors. They heard a

report from Harry Palevsky (BNL), Chairman of the

HRS Working Group, on the status.of the High-Resolu-

tion Spectrometer and discussed a housing survey

and its implications. The Board of Directors called

for definite answers on telephones and transporta-

tion for users and a doubling of the LAMPF priority

housing by next spring. . ,_

Users Activities

The activities of the users.were mainly in the

form of working group meetings at LAMPF. The Blomed.

Working Group Subcommittee on Radiation Therapy held

a combined meeting with ths CRTS Subcommittee for

Hunan Trials on May 31, 1972, to discuss many prob-

lems of common interest* These was an organization-

al meeting for a Radiation Damage Hocking Group on

June 29-30, 1972, which elected Halter Green.(LASL,

CMB-13) as Chairman and C. Serpan (HAL) a* Secretary.



The P Working Group discussed tasks for users during

its July 13-14, 1972 meeting. A combined meeting of

the HRS Working Group Committee and the NPL Steering

Committee vas an informal series of talks and dis-

cussions on the overlapping Interests of the HRS and

NPL experimental programs.

Liaison Office

The Liaison Office began setting up procedures

for processing visiting LAMPF experimenters and ex-

pediting their access to services. The office began

helping AHU with its administration of the AEC Divi-

sion of Research travel funds for LAMPF-related

experiments. The July Newsletter will be mailed the

first week in August. The Liaison Office conducted

a housing survey for the Executive Committee and In

continuing to study the problems of telephones,

transportation, storage, and a handbook for users.

Program Advisory Committee

The PAC (Program Advisory Committee) will meat

at LAMPF on September 27-28, 1972.

Research Proposals

There were seven new research proposals sub-

mitted this quarter.

Publications

"Beam Measurements on the High-Intensity Proton
Injector of LAMPF," Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
report, LA-4961-MS (May 1972).

"Origins and History of the Los Alamos Mtson Physics
Facility," Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory report,
LA-5000 (June 1972).

"Elastic Pion-Nucleus Scattering for Studies of the
Nuclear Surface," Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
report, LA-4969-MS (Jane 1972).

D. F. Jones and E. R. Martin, "A System for Separa-
ting Amplifiers from Wive Proportional Chambers,"
Nud. Instr. and Methods ,98, 535-540 (1972).

E. R. Martin and 1;. F. Jonas, "A Fast Total Informa-
tion Readout System for Multivire Proportion*!
Chambers," Hud. Xnstr. and Methods j», 541-547
(1972). V

C. R. Eaigh, E. A. .layer, D. W. Mueller, and R. R.
Stevens, "LASL Experience with a Duoplasmatron Feed-
ing a 750 kV *Exact' Pierce Column," Proc. of the
Symposium on Ion Sources and Formation of Ion Baa**,
BNL-50310, 1971.

P. W. Allison and r. R. Emigh, "LAMPF H" Ion Source
Development," ibid. ,.

M. M. Stephelm and R. R. Silbar, "Modal for Produc-
tion of n+ and n~ by Protons from Nuclei," Phys. Rev.
C (July 1972) , '

R. L. Burman, "Pion Beans at LAMFF," published in the
Proceedings i>f the Intern. Seminar on Pi-M,is6n Nucle-
us Interactions, Strasbourg, Franca (Septsibar 1971).

Papers Prepared for Publication: Papers Submitted at
Conferences

D. W. Mueller, "Observations and Calculations for a
Duoplasmatron with Exact Fierce Extraction," sub-
mitted to Nucl. Phys. A (June 1972). '

R. R. Silbar and M. M. Sfrernheim, 'Model Dependence
of Pion-NucleU* Total Cross Sections," submitted to
Phys. R«v. C (March 1972).

J. H. Koch and M. K. Sternhela, "Models for n+ - 16O
Scattering at 270 MeV," submitted to Phys. Rev. C,
Comments end Addenda (April 1972).

H. A. Thiessen, D. M. Tse, and S. E. Sobottka, "\
Bifilar Helical Multi«.i.re Proportional Chamber for
Position Sensitive Detection of Minimum lonining
Particles," submitted to Nucl. Instr. and Methods
(May 1972),

L. S. Kiitlinger, R. L. Burman, J, R. Toih, and
Sternhaia, "Elastic Pion-Nucleus Scattering for
Studies of the Nuclear Surface," submitted to I
Rev. C (Hay 1972). \ ^ ^

R. J. Jacob and G. E. Mp
Dispersion Relations,'1 sui
(July 1972,. ^

J. E. Spencer and fi. A. ThlessehX "Some
tion Techniques for Use with Negitive Ion
submitted for the 1972 Proton Lines* Ace
LC3A5.MOS, 1«, October 10-13,

H. V. Haits«n«ahl, "An Algorithsr for?
Duodecapole Component in Quadrjpol* M
•'A Coi^tir Controlled Hagnet . .' __
submlttfcd for the 4th Intern. Conf. on M*tW|,«
BKt>.^eptejsber-19—22, 1972. ^ / -̂  , IvH

ite, Extension of Boundiry
submitted to Phys.



A. Harvey, "Radiation-Hardened Magnets Using Mineral-
Insulated Conductors," submitted for the 4th Intern.
Conf. on Maf?net Tech.. BNL, September 19-22, 1972.

!>. Rosen, "Status of Construction and Experimental
Program for LAMPF," presented at the 6th Intern.
Cyclotron Conf., Vancouver, B. C , July 18-21, 1972.

D. E. Kagle, "Status of LAMPF," to be presented ac
the 3rd All-Union Nat. Conf. on Particle Accelerators,
Moscow, USSR, October 2-4, 1972.

R. F. Thomas, Jr., and Satish fihawan, "Standard Soft
ware for CAMAC," to be presented at the IEEE 1972
Nucl. Sci. Symposium to be held in M;'ami, FL,
December 6-8, 1972.

M. A. Paciotti, "The LAMPF Biomedical Facility," to
be presented at the 3rd All-Union Nat. Conf. on
Particle Accelerators, Moscow, USSR, October 2-4,
1972.

D. W- Mueller, "Observations and Calculations for a
Duoplasmatron with Exact Pierce Extraction," to be
presented at the 2nd Intern. Conf. on Ion Sources,
Vienna, Austria, September 11-16, 1972.

J. R. Parker, J. H. Richardson, and J. D. Easley,
"A New Beam-Spill Control System for LAMPF," to be
presented at the 6th Intern. Cyclotron Conf.,
Vancouver, B. C , July 18-21, 1972.

L. R. Blswell, D. R. Macl.en, P.. E. Rajala, and R. J.
Thomas, Jr., "A Long Distance CAMAC Branch via Data-
Link and Microprogrammed Branch Driver," to be pre-
sented to the IEEE 1972 Nucl. Sci. Symposium, Miami,
FL, December 6-8, 1972.

J. E. Spencer and H. A. Thiessen, "Tune-Up Procedure
for a High Resolution Transport System," to be pre-
sented at the 4th Intern. Magnet Conf., BNL,
September 19-22, 1972.

D. E. Nagle. J. W. Doane, Richard Madey, and Alfred
Saupe, "Effects of the Passage of Ionizing Particles
Through a Liquid Crystal," to be presented at the
4th Intern. Liquid Crystal Conf. at Kent State Univ.
Kent, OH, August 21-25, 1972 (Proceedings will
be published in Molecular Crystals and Liquid
Crystals.)

D. R. Machen and J. M. Potter, "A Satellite Control
and Diagnostics Computer System for the LAMPF In-
jectors," to "ce presented at the 1972 Proton Linear •
Accel. Conf., Los Ala-.jos, NM, October 10-13, 1972.

H. A. O'Brien, Jr., C. J. Orth, and M. E. Schillaci,
"Proton Spoliation Cross Sections at 600 MeV for F,
Co, As, Nb, Ta, and Bi Targets," to be presented at
the 164th Nat. Meet, of the American Chemical Soci-
ety, New York, NY, August 27, 1972.

H. A. Thiessen and M. Thomason, "Design of EPICS. A
High Resolution Pion Beam and Spectrometer System
for LAMPF," to be presented at the 4th Intern. Magnet
Conf., BNL, September 19-22, 1972.

H. F. Vogel and J. J. Rosenthal (CMB-6), "Cement
Potted Coils for Muon Channel Magnets," abstract sub-
mitted for the 1972 Proton Linear Accel. Conf.,
Los Alamos, SM, October 10-13, 1972.

L. Heller and D. E. Nagle, "Program of Neutrino
Experiments at LAMPF," contributed to the 16th Intern.
Conf. on High Energy Physics, Chicago, IL
September 6-8, 1972.



II. ENGINEERING SUPPORT

LAMPF Accelerator Structures

201-MHz System

An alignment check of the lank 1 drift tubes

and the Injector Area monuments was made. Four of

the 31 drift tubes in Tank 1 and the Injector Area

monuments were found to be out of line in excess of

the allowable tolerance. The four drift tubes and

alignment monuments were repoaitioned to the axis of

Tank 1 and all Injector Area components originally

aligned to the Injector Area nonuments vere re-

aligned.

A new drive loop using a Rexolite window was

installed in Tank 2 during the shutdown period for

realignment. The original loop used in this tank

was slightly undercoupled.

The subsequent pumpdown after realignment of

Tanks 1 and 2 proved to be evasive. One of the fouv

pumps wcs replaced with a new pump and one pump was

removed for installation of new elements. The used

pumping elements ware badly contaminated and some

were warped to the point of shorting between the

cathodes and anodes. These pumps have digested sub-

stantial quantities of freon during the past few

months from a crack in the rf drive-loop dome.

Stsps are being taken to overhaul all of the 201-MHz

2400 liter/sec Ion pumps on a routinely scheduled

basis.

The ceramic dome, coated with lithium-based

material and installed in Tank 3, failed by implosion

after 370 h of operation and was replaced with a

Rexolite window. Tanks 2, 3, and 4 now have rf

drive-loops with Rexolite windows. Tank 1 still has

a ceramic-dome window that has performed satiafacto-.

rlly for more than 18 months but is scheduled for

replacement as soon as the new Model is available.

Approximately 4C0 h of high-voltage operation

was logged on each of the 201-MHr amplifiers this

reporting period. The equipment performed satis-

factorily during the continuous run for 800-MeV

tests.

The prototype 2661 tube on loan fro* BNL was

run successfully at 600 kK. A prototype 4664 tube

was received from RCA for evaluation. Although this

tube has a lower gain, it exhibited to* same fifth

tauraonic problea encountered with the other 4664

tubes. . . - . • . > • ' • • • .

A study is under way to upgrade the resonance: i'

controllers in an effort to make them compatible

with computer-based turn-on. '

Phase and Frequency Reference .

The original design for the phase control for

both the 201-MHr and 805-MHz systems referenced

these two signals to the multiplier output* such

that the phase relationship was dependent upon the

integrity of the 201-MHr to 805-MHz multiplier. The

phase control has been modified so that the 201 MHt

is referenced to the 201-MHr output of the multi-

plier and the 805 MHi is referenced to the 201-MHr

drlveline. This permits the signals, as ssen by

the two drivelines, to shift together and maintain

phase coherence if the multiplier output should

shift for sny reason.

Failure of the interface amplifiers began to

occur regularly after about 2,500 to 3,J00 h of

continuous operation, which was considerably less1

than expected. An investigation revealed that the

filament transformers in that* amplifiers were

delivering 29.5 V rather than their rated 26 V. All

circuits were modified to correct this condition and

the control system rearranged such that the ampli-

fiers are turned on and off in parallel with the

klystron and modulator filament supplies. These two

changes should substantially increase the life of <

the interface amplifiers.

Both the 201-MHr and 805-MHz drivaline ampli-

fiers have continued to perform well. The 201-MHr

driveline amplifiers have now accumulated 14,000 h

of operation without a failure and the 805-MHr '

amplifiers have accumulated 6,500 h of operation

with one failure.

805-MHz Syatema

Final installation of quadrupole doublets,

beam diagnostic gear and vacuum system* was com-

pleted just prior to attainment of the 800-MeV beam

tests.

The original order for 45 Varian VA862-A klys-

trons is now complete and all but one 'has been

tested and accepted. An order for ten additional

klystrons has been placed with Varian and delivery

Is expected to start in August.

Too varian klystrons failed during the past

quarter. Both have cracked mod-anode ceramics and, ,

in each case, water was found in the modulator.



The manufacturer has stated that broken ceramic in-

sulators is the most common cause of failure in tubes

of this type, usually caused by water in the modula-

tor. A program is under way to find and repair water

leaks.

Fourteen of the 25 klystrons ordered from Litton

have been received, three of which were rejected.

Four of the 11 that were accepted became inoperable

after less than 1,000 h of use. The output glitch

problem has been brought under control but the high-

voltage arcing problem is still severe. Several

design changes have been initiated to lower the elec-

tric fields in the region of the gun in an attempt

to mitigate the arcing problem.

The Variau klystrons have now accumulated more

than 105,000 filament hours and 79,000 plate hours

with four failures. The Litton production klystrons

have had four failures after accumulating 7000 fila-

ment hours and 5000 plate hours.

Switchyard

All magnets for the switchyard vere placed in

the tooling dock, were measured and fixtured for the

offset alignaent reference line. Final precision

alignment of the switchyard facility is in progress.

All 18 magnets, several beam boxes, centrold moni-

tors, and beam diagnostic gear are being placed in

final position. Fabrication of the vacuum systems

components is being done in-house by heliarc welding,

furnace brazing and clean firing in the Hj furnaces.

This work is nearing completion and most of the

vacuum systems are in place.

Lines B and C

An order has been placed for nine twister mag-

net alignment mounts with delivery scheduled for

August. Approximately 251 of the Line B magnet

supports are on hand. Drawings for the LB-BM-04 and

-05 magnet supports have been completed and sent to

potential suppliers for quotation. Design drawings

of the magnet supports for LB-BM-06 and -07 and the

large 17° bending magnets for Line C are complete

and in the process of final checking. Quotations

were received and an order had been placed for three

2400-liter/aec ion pumps and 12 power supplies re-

quired for the HRS. Fifty percent of the pumping

elements in these pumps will be of the noble gas

type to handle the relatively large volume of He

which will diffuse through the mylar windows.

Area A

Preliminary line layouts of the four secondary

Area A beamlines (Stopped Huon, LEP, EPICS, P3) were

made to facilitate proper shield-stacking. The

vacuum system for Line A is in the process of rede-

sign, which was necessitated by the recent change in

the original parameters and addition of several large

components to the evacuated volume.

Two orders have been placed for the three major

magnet support assemblies required for the LEP line.

Additional orders are placed for miscellaneous sub-

assemblies and parts are on hand for the two quad-

rupole doublet assemblies..

Biomedical Beam Line

Drawings of the basic assembly of the quadrupole

triplet have been completed, quotations have been

received, and the vendor is being selected. Draft-

ing has started on the first two bunding magnets.

The mineral-insulated conductor order for the first

five magnets in this lite is 80% complete.

Detail drawings of the last five quadrupole

magnets is approximately SOS complete and the con-

ductor order will be awaroed after review of the

bids.

Design of the third bending magnet for this line

is nearing completion and preliminary designs for

magnet and shielding support structures is under way.

Magnet Power Supplies

Installation of the fourth transition region

(201-805) main line bending magnet is complete. All

12 of the TR quadrupole focusing magnet power sup-

plies have been modified such that the current output

can be adjusted from the Computer Control Room (CCR).

One of the surplus power supplies received from

the Princeton Particle Accelerator laboratory (PPA)

is being set up in Area A and will power magnets for

preinstallation tests. The problem of interconnect-

ing the supply with the remotely located incoming

ac connector, control interlock chassis, regulator

chassis, and magnet interlocks has been resolved and

preinstalletion testing of magnets should start with-

in the next two weeks.

Installation of the nine power supplies for the

switchyard magnets was completed and tests were con-

ducted with dummy loads, using their regulators and

control systems. Power supplies for magnets LA-QD1,

LA-QD2, LX-QT1, LX-QT2, and LX-QT3 have all powered



their respective magnets. The Alpha power supplies

for the bending magnets in Lines A and X arrived and

have passed acceptance teats. The remainder of the

56 power supplies being purchased from Acme Electric

Co. were received and are being acceptance-tested.

A basic design review of the power supply con-

trol and regulation system was conducted which re-

sulted, in a completely different philosophy of pack-

aging and in considerable simplification. This new

concept should provide a system with more flexibil-

ity and greater reliability. Drawings for this re-

packaged unit are 75% complete and procurement of

some of the 60 to 70 units will start within the

next two weeks.

Specifications for Internally regulated power

supplies to be used in the Btomedical Line have been

sent to several suppliera for quotation.

A facility to build scintillation and light-

pipe assemblies la being established and the firot

assembly ia In the procesa of fabrication.

A surplus 16-ln. lathe was acquired and ia being

modified for use in the winding of tha helical cham-

ber frames for multiwire proportional countera. Tha

swing Is being increased to 20 in. and aloweat apeed

of Z5 rpm is being reduced to 7 rpm by modifying the

drive gearing.

The seven magnets on loan from the Cambridge

Electron Accelerator Laboratory (CEA) were received.

Two of these magnets will be used in secondary beam

lines and the remainder will become part of the mag-

net pool.

Design engineering studies for Line D-WNR

components have been started.

III. ACCELERATOR SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

805-MHe Accelerator System Commissioning

Achievement of SOO-MaV Beam

The accelerator and target were ready by Juna 5,

1972, and the queat for SOO-MaV baa* bagan at 0000

houra on the morning of Juna 5. Tha firat indication

of full-energy b a u waa obtained at about 1700 houra

on June S as determined by b a m loading, tha primary

method used for tuning tha accelerator fiald param-

eters. A plot of tha baa* loading in aach nodula

ia shown in Fig. 1. Meaau?a*ent of tha energy waa

achieved at 0008 houra on tha morning of Juna 9, with

the evidence shown in Fig. 2 of an 800-MaV paak ob-

tained by tha delta-ray spectrometer in tha targat

araa. Tha 800-KeV baa* w«\a achiavad nearly a month

ahead of schedule.

Du:ing May, a great variety of work waa com-

pleted, including completion of tha high-power tast-

ing of accelerator structures, aagnat Installation

and alignment, vacuum work, control ayata* satup,

calibrations, ate. During tha two vaaka of dry runs

that vara conducted In May, a major concern w a to

bring together an efficient aat of programs to usa

during tha 800-MeV taata. The resulting aat ran wall,

and tha power of the control ayata* waa dramatically

demonstrated by the efficiency of operating from the

central control room aa compared with local operation.

The computer was uaed extensively to conduct hard-

ware test and calibration activities. ... :

Also during May, the At procedure waa uaed to

determine the settings for modules 5-10, as detailed

below. This reduced the amount of tuning effort

required during the final run.

The problems encountered with equipeeiit during

Hay and particularly during the final run were re-

markably few, an encouraging indication of generally

sound engineering.

805-MHz Accelerator Structure Tuning

Final module frequency and stopband checks were

completed for the remainder of the 805-MHz llnac

structures with the vacuum manifolds installed. The

set of the special-purpose timing tools and tuning-

measurement gear was put in storage in case further

adjustment of any part of the accelerator ia required.

Information on the many operations of the tuning

procedure has been collected and a report on this

subject is in preparation. Fravioua summaries of



Fig. 1. Plot of beam loading In each module during
first 800-MeV run. Upper trace shows bean
current along the 805-MHz linac, with * 3-
•A peak at 800 HeV. Lower trace shows
bean-loading power correction applied to
the 805-MHz linac nodules. The dips to
the baseline are Hissing data.

Fig. 2v Verification of 800-MeV peak obtained on
June 9, 1972. Indication at right of the
800-MeV peak detected by the delta-ray
spectrometer.

the installation, tuning, and initial test data are

being checked and updated. A new summary of 805-

MHz structure data will be Issued shortly.

Accelerator Systems Performance and Development

General

The enphasis was shifted fro* installation and

commissioning for the initial 600-MeV beam to plan-

ning and setting up the effort required to proceed

with development of the machine to full-Intensity

operation. Work was initiated toward defining

scope, schedules, and nethods for carrying out the

program and falls into three rough categories.

First Is the direct experimental and theoretical

program dealing with the actual beam performance

and evolution of tuning strategies. Second is th*

continued Improvement of the equipment for reliabil-

ity and efficiency, and third is the investigation

of new techniques.

RE Field Control

Effort has been concentrated on the development

of a maintenance facility for the phase and amplitude

control systems and the low-level rf equipment. The

maintenance facility for these systems is still in

the study phase but is nearlng final definition.

Installation and setup of maintenance equipment will

begin as soon as space is designated. The equipment

for checkout of phase and amplitude printed circuit

boards is being built and should be completed in a

few weeks. The writing of procedures for maintenance

.and checkout of this equipment is also under way.

A second area of effort is the planned improve-

ments of the 201.25-MHz phase and amplitude control-

lers. These controllers are built and will be bench-

checked soon. Before actual installation the bin

wiring must bs modified to accept the new controllers.

Along with this effort, Improvement to the buncher

controllers Is also plannsd.

A passive multiplier from the 201.25-MHz drive

line to the reference input of the 805-MHc drive

line's phase controllers was installed as the final

link in the drive line control system. Detailed

testing of the drive line systems must now be carried

out.

805-MHz Accelerator Module-to-Module Field

Adjustment

Prior to the initial 800-MeV run, the At pro-

cedure was used to determine the proper rf amplitude

and phase set points in modules 5-10. During the

initial 800-MeV runs, the phase set points for the

remainder of the 805-MHz modules ware set from beam-

loading considerations.

A beam-loading program was written for the SEL

840-MP computer. This program measures the beam

loading in a module as the phase of that module is

scanned, and produces a beam loading-vs-phase curve

on the display scope. By comparing the experimen-

tally obtained curve with a theoretical curve, one

can estimate a reasonable phase set point for each

module.

Beam toss in the 805 MHz Accelerator

In order to avoid excessive beam loss in the

805-MHz portion of LAMPF it is necessary to: 1) keep
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the beam on axis by steering and ?.) match the trans-

verse emittance of the beam to the admittance of the

accelerator.

A imple and straightforward steering algorithm

was developed two or three years ago. This steering

method assumed steering magnets and beam-position

monitors in each module. Since the position monitors

are not yet functional, it may be necessary to use

some of the wire scanners as a temporary substitute.

A program has been written for the SEL 840-MP

computer that will attempt to match the beam to the

accelerator. The matching procedure uses the 12-

wire scanners in modules 5-8 to determine the rms

beam widths at the wire scanner locations. If the

beam is not matched to the accelerator, then the

wire scanners will show a noticeable oscillation in

these rms beam widths. Transition region quads will

then be systematically adjusted in an effort to mini-

mize the amplitude of the oscillation in beam width.

It is believed that the bulk of the beam loss

incurred during the 800-MeV run will be eliminated

by proper matching across the transition region and

through the initial modules of the 805-MHz linac.

This Investigation will form the major part of the

experimental program for the next quarter.

Admittance of the 201.25-MHz Linac

Since the introduction of an automated technique

for measuring Che linac's transverse admittance over

six months ago, it has been established that while

the vertical admittance of Tank 1 was quite accept-

able, the admittance in the horizontal plane indica-

ted serious problems. This was further borne out by

the fact that for best beam transmission during regu-

lar linac runs extreme steering was required at the

linac entrance. Several approaches were taken to

determine the nature of the problem. The resistance

of the electrical leads to each quadrupole was meas-

ured to Insure that no turns were shorted. Two se-

ries of admittance measurements were made while sys-

tematically shorting quadrupoles singly and in pairs

in an attempt to discover a misalignment. It was

impossible to single out by this method, any one or

two adjacent drift tubes as the source of the

difficulty.

A flail-effect probe designed to seat in the bore

of the drift tube was used to detect any asyriaetry

in the quadrupole fields relative to the drift-tube

bore. None was found. A second probe similarly

designed but emitting a small point source of light

at its center (termed the tail light) was built to

optically check the physical alignment of each drift

tube. Although each drift tube was initially posi-

tioned with an accuracy of * 0.003 in., four of the

drift tubes in Tank 1 were discovered to be mis-

aligned by ten times that tolerance.

Using the measured position of each drift tube,

the admittance of Tank 1 was calculated numerically

with the PARMILA program and found to be in very

close agreement with earlier experimental results.

As a result of this study, four of the drift tubes /

were realigned to restore the admittance. Subse- '

quent tests with beam confirm that the best beam ,

transmission is now achieved by injecting straight:

into the linac, with no steering. y

Developments in the Use of Central Computer

Control

As mentioned above, the capability to operate

from the central control room kept pace with accel-

erator installation, with the development of a iitt

of general plotting, parameter control and display

programs, and some reprogramming of some of the

applications programs to take advantage of improve-

ments made to the consoles.

Several additional programs were needed and

developed for the 800-MeV test, including further

evolution of the 805-MHz rf system control and

monitoring, a general facility status program which

provides a continuous display on two lines of the

character scope, as well as use of come of the gen-

eral plot programs to determine power line phasing

and power supply stability o\er the whole facility.

An effort was initiated in collaboration with

the control computer personnel with the aim of under-

standing the fundamental limitations of control

performance obtainable with the present syeten.

Diagnostic Equipment Development

The design of a device for switching the' con-

trol capabilities of a single-emittance control sys-

tem to any one of six different emittance stations

was completed during this period. Fabrication and

installation of the device were initiated and are

t< 25X complete.

A program for completing the development of the

beam-position monitors was begun in a joint effort

with the controls group.
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Transport Area Studies

Considerable progress was made during this

quarter in the optimization of the high-intensity

beam-transport system, i'his work is outlined in

detail in the following sections covering the injec-

tor program.

Injector Programs

The High-Intensity Injector Program

Ion Source and 750-kV Accelerating Column

The duoplasmttron ion-source assembly III

a/11 has been operating for over a year in the H

injector dome. The only replacement part required

during this time has been a new cathode, CT-3, which

was installed after cathode CT-2 failed last March.

The filament storage stand has been enlarged

to include a vacuum storage container for a fully

assembled ion source. Three individual Ion pumps,

each 10 liters/sec, are provided for the illament

stations and one SO-liter/sec pump has been added

for the ion source storage unit.

The filament outgasslng atand has been improved

by the addition of a mechanical refrigeration unit

so that efficient use can be made of the titanium

sublimators available within the 150-liter/sec ion

pump of this stand.

The spare ion source for the H* injector (Mark

III b source) has been modified to provide it with

a sidewall hydrogen gas feedline and an outlet for

measuring the hydrogen pressure in the arc region of

the source. All three Mark III sources now have

sidewall gas leads. The Mark III b source has been

reassembled and was run successfully on the 500-

llter/sec test stand after installation of the side-

wall gas tubes.

Magnetic field ntasurements have been made on

the Mark III b source in the expansion cup region.

A knowledge of the magnetic fields In this region

of the source is of interest in order to understand

changes in beam size that have been seen at the end

of the 750-kV accelerating column and in the ion

source magnet current. Figure 3 ahows the configura-

tion of the Mark III b source; Fig. 4 shows the

results of some of these measurement*.

Work has been continued on the effort of under-

standing the spreading of the beam in the Pierce

accelerating column. Detailed analysis is being

carried out on the intensity profiles obtained from

EXTRACTOR

E 3 M L D STEEL
EZ3 COPPER

TITANIUM

Fig. 3. The configuration around the Pierce anode
lip and magnet vectors at the plane are
shown for 2-A magnet coil current (no arc).

0 OS 10 W

POSITION ALONG AXIS

tO 2.0 AMPS

MAGNET COL CURRENT

Fig. 4. Results of some measurements of Magnetic
flrlutf In expansion cup region. The varia-
tion of the magnetic field along the axis
and with current at 0.25-in. downstream
from the Pierce anode lip are shown. The
coil has about 1000 turns.

the pepper-pot measurements thai have been made in

order to obtain information about the transverse

velocity components in the accelerated beam. This

velocity spread is presumably directly related to

the temperature of the ions extracted from the

source which in turn may be the origin of the 1.5-w

cm-mrad emittance of the 750-kV proton beam.

The accelerating colimn in the H + injector has

remained on-line since it wss installed two years

ago. The first bleeder resistor failure in this

two-year period occurred in June. For perspective,

there are 144 bleeder resistors between 7S0 kV and

ground potential.

A major reduction in the arc-down rate at low-

duty factor was achieved by removing the cable

between the C-W dome voltage top and '.he potentiom-

eter recorder Jn the injector control room. These

arc downs have been attributed to pickup of tran-

sient* on the 180-ft-long cable which leads Into the
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sensitive C-W voltage-control circuits. During the

800-MeV tests, there was only one arc down over a

93-h operating period during which the injector waa

run continuously with low-duty beans.

Bean Transport System

Work continued thia quarter on optimizing

the operation of the bass transport ayaten using the

additional quadrupole lenses which ware recently

Installed. A new beaa has been empirically deter-

mined using beam-diagnostic systems on tha beam line

and ia now oeing employed for baas-scraping atudieB.

The beam has bean adjuated to produce minimum beam

size In the two bunchers. Prototype beam scrapers

have been built and installed and Initial studies on

scraping tha halo of tha proton beam have been under-

taken. Tha beam cross section, at an intermediate

viewing acreen TDVSO2 ahowing the central beam spot

and halo structure that remains aftar a single

acraper waa installed In tha straight-out aaction

of the TA beam-line, la shown in Fig. 5.

Subsequent tests (run with the new beam, two

additional beam acrapara Installed in the baaa Una,

and tha injector run in lta normal mode of opera-

tion) resulted in the tranaportation of 30-sA-proton

beam currenta to the entrance of the linac and the

acceleration of 21 mh to 5 MeV, as shown in Fig. 6.

This current is 301 greater than tha required deaign

current for LAMPF. Further increase in accelerator

beam current waa limited by the Inability of the

first tank rf system to provide tnough power to con-

pensate for the beam-loading.

The scraper apertures have a aecond application

In transport tune-up. Because they are designed to

permit only the core of the beam to pass on axis,

the number of possible steering combinations ia re-

duced. A steering algorithm incorporated Into a

computerized tune-up program will be based on step-

wise steering to maximise beam through each aper-

ture. After further evaluation each scraper will be

replaced by one capable of taking higher amounts of

beam power.

After 800-MeV beam teats were completed, an

extended shutdown of the linac was made for align-

ment checks and other work. During thia time a new

linac axis was determined and the last section of

the H* beam transport line in the injector area was

realigned to this new axis. The initial portion oi

Fig. 5. Beam cross aaction at TDVSO2 showing the
central beam spot and tha surrounding halo.
Thia croat section shows tha result of beam
scraping in tha Initial straight-out sec-
tion of tha TA beam line. Tha graticule
apaclng la 1 cm/diviaion.

Fig. 6. Oscilloscope traces of proton beam currant
at the entrance to tha linac at T0CM03 (to>
trace) and at tha exit of Tank 2 ahowing
5-MeV accelerated current (bottom trace).
Beth traces have 10 mA/dlvision on tho
ordinate and 100 u sac/divlaion on the
abaciasa. The second pulse on the top
trace Is a 40-mA calibrating pulaa.

the H+ beam line ie still aligned with the original

alignment axis. The offset between the two portions,

of the beam line ia principally iu the vertical

plane and occura between the final two 30° bending

magnets where a vertical steering element is located.

Thia offaet should pose no problem in the beam trans-

port but the initial portion of this beam line will

be realigned to the new linac axis at a future shut-

down.

The prototype H~ viewing screen, design-tested

laat quarter, has been used to fabricate viewing

screens for both the IT*" and the H" beam lines; four
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Fig. 7. Viewing screen for H and 1!" bean lines.

of these units have now been installed on the H*

beam line. This design permits installation of view-

ing screens on both the H* and the H~ beam line with-

out obstructing the Una of night required to set up

alignment syateM on the linac axis. A photograph

of this new beam viewer is shown in Fig. 7.

The H~ Injector Proiraa

Accel-Decel Ion Source

Work was completed on accel-decel systems

this quarter. Calorlmetric measurements wtre made

of the extracted positive beam current into the

charge-exchange canal with a 10/30/10-kV voltage dis-

tribution. The extracted positive current peaks at

1? mA with 2.3-A arc current, thus 5.6 uA per ampere

of arc current was obtained. The computer predic-

tion from the CULHAM code is 17.2 mA and 13.5 oA for

H*"/Hi ratios of 75/25 and 0/100, respectively. Thus,

the observed extracted positive current is between

76-100X of the predicted current, depending on the

actual H /Hi ratio in the beam. The extracted cur-

rent was observed to increase rapidly with accelera-

ting voltage for fixed arc current and the measure-
3/2

ments scaled up very closely to the expected V

dependence when the potential distribution was in-

creased to 15/45/15 kV.

An accel-decel source was then built with a

closed-gas-flow system and with short accelerating

gaps.to overcome the high gas flow and the voltage

sparking problems. Computer studies of this design

indicated that a 134~mA beam should be obtained with

a 75/25 H+/H* ratio and with * 15/60/15-kV potential

distribution and that 2.7 mA of H~ beam current

should be obtained. The actual H" yield obtained

with any potential distribution was very low; a

maxinum of 130 |iA of H~ beam was obtained with this

design with a 10/70/10-kV potential distribution. A

grid was inserted in the canal (to create store elec-

trons) but seemed to have no other effect than to

Intercept some bean; nor did a modified expansion

cup improve the H" yield.

Thus, either focusing problems or the lack of

adequate space charge neutralization prevents any of

these designs of the accel-decel system from reach-

ing expected yields of H" beam current. Work on this

type of source has been discontinued.

Multiple-Aperture Source (MAS)

Experiments were begun on multiple aper-

ture sources for both a 7-hole and a 19-hole source.

A photograph of the type of source is shown in Fig.

S. In theory, each aperture should produce a 17-mA

proton betimlet at 15 kV. Hence, the 19-hole-array

system should yield 321 mA of protons and 6.4 mA of

H* beams; this yield should, of course, Increase

with increasing extraction voltage. The initial 19-

hole-array experiments have resulted in 1.2 mA of H"

beam current at 15-kV extraction voltage rising to

2.5 mA at 24-kV extraction voltage. Similar tests

with the 7-hole array produced an H" yield of 2.2 mA

at 22-kV extraction voltage. Evidently not all aper-

tures are fully supplied with plasma using our duo-

plasmatron source.

It was observed that the individual beamlats

can be focused into the Faraday cup in a good imago

Fig. 8. Details of the multiple-aperture H~ ion
source.
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of the extractor aperture plate and that the bright-

ness of the outer holes ia much less than that of the

holes near the center. The emittance of a 1-mA H~

bean was measured to be 2.5-ircc-arad (750-kV equiva-

lent) , and this beam could be focused Into the re-

quired 2-mm aperture.

Future experimentation on this source will

include a 37-hole-array extractor plate aodel and

complete calorimetric proton and H^ neasureaenta.

Work remains to be done in this type of design to

improve the efficiency of source operation in order

to obtain more reasonable source lifetime and power

and gas consumption.

Single-Aperture Source (SAS)

Work continued on testa of the SAS that

will be used in the initial H~ injector. Experi-

ments carried out with a flat-plate-extraction geom-

etry have yielded H~ beam currenta up to 2.2-aA peak

at 34-kV extraction voltage and up to 1-aA peak when

run in a more conservative mode of oparation.

Certain features of the SAS and MAS are similar

and are likely to be present in all future deaigns

of the LAMPF H" scurce. There are basically two

processes leading to N~ ions in these sources:

a) H+ + H2(gas) + H" + other iona,

b) H + + H2(gas) + H" + other iona.

The highest currents to date have been reached with

the first process as evidenced by simultaneoua mo-

mentum energy analysis, even though the IAMPF duo-

plasmatron yields 80/20 H+/nt ion beaaa. Independent

experiments with deuterium gas bava shown that

p + D, •* H + n't occurs in the expansion cup region

at 5-V pressure at a rate which yields roughly equal

H+/D+ beams; hence, the source will effectively pro-

duce a large HJ in our application where there exists

a 5- to 10-u pressure of H, gas in the expansion cup

region.

This H* production process will have three

effects:

1) There will be a mixture of two H~ beams

produced with energies differing by half the extrac-

tion voltage (which typically is varied froa IS to

30 kV).

2) There will be an energy apraad in the main

component of *he H~ beam (Ht production mode) of up

to ± 600 eV due to the B* dissociations kinematics.

3) The emittance of the H~ beam from tha tft

production mode will be larger due to the breakup

process. Measurements taken on tha MAS ahow that

this effect together with the effect of aberrations

in the multiaper*'ure optics leads to t> 2.5-ircwmrad

emittance (750-kV equivalent) as contracted to the

]. S-nciD-mrad observed for the high-intensity proton

injector.

At present, H~ ions resulting froa both produc-

tion modes will be injected into the llnac, at which

point the buncher voltage will have modulated the

beam energy by * 20 hV. Magnetic analyais of tha

two components at the entrance to th* accelerating

column ia possible and can ba implemented lat*r if

required.

Several featurea of tha charge-exchange source

operation are not completely understood. Both tha

MAS and SAS aourcaa perform bast whan the change-

exchange canal biaa ia adjusted ao that a large cur-

rent of electrona (produced by gas ionlsatlon In th*

canal) goea back into tha source, possibly focusing

the proton beam. Also, It it apparent that most of

the potential H" beam is lost due to poor optics or

apace-change blowup. Solution of theaa probleas

would lead to higher baaa currents and more conserv-

ative source oparation.

The H" Construction Program

Details on the design of tha SAS H~ Ion source

that will be used in tha initial oparation of th* H~

injector are still being tested. Tests with a flat-

plate extraction geometry indicate that considerably

acre current aay be realized from th* preliminary

low-current IT ion source than was predicted savaral

months ago when the injector-source design waa

started.

Calculations have been don* for th* column

injection lens and teats have bean carried out to

verify that this lens can focus tha ion source baaa

into the specified 2-mm aperture at the column en-

trance. Calculations have also been carried out on

the proton extraction froa th* plasma surface using

the CDLHAM ion source code.

The design and procurement of H~ ion source

parts is well under way. About half th* source parts

for th* H~ Injector have been built or ordered and

the rest are now being designed. These parts should

be completed for installation in September.
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The duoplasmatron for the H~ Injector vas as-

sembled and has been run on the 500 liter/sec test

stand. Some remachlnlng was required to make parts

fit again after a second hydrogen firing was success-

fully accomplished; the second firing was necessary

to close leaks In porous sections of the Ferrcvac E

Iron used in Its construction. Preliminary emit-

tance tests have beer carried out but their inter-

pretation was masked by effects of the extraction

geometry employed. An additional accelerating

electrode is beiug added beyond the extraction elec-

trode in order to correct this condition.

The accelerating tube for the H column was

successfully bonded on the second <"ry. The polycar-

bonate bonding agent used in this trial was applied

in a nethylene chloride solution and thermocouples

were attached to the top and bottom ceramics to

monitor temperature of the tub's more closely. The

results of the previous unsuccessful bonding Indica-

ted there was only a narrow temperature range be-

tween melting required for a tiuccessful bond and

overheating which led to degradation of the polycar-

bonate. Careful examination on thin second bonding

showed smooth fillets with no evidence of degrada-

tion due to overheating.

The accelerating tube was strength-tested with

a lateral load of 200 lbs (Fig. 9) applied at 20°

rotational increments to check for weak areas of

bonding. This type of loading corresponds to three

times the torque the tube will experience when canti-

levered horizontally during column assembly. The

tube was then helium-leak-checked and showed zero

leakage when bagged with helium.

The excess polycarbonate was removed with meth~

flene chloride so that the titanium surfaces can be

•asked right up to the ceramic. The tube will now

be bead-blaated with aluminum oxide grit to clean

the alumina ceramics.

The inner and middle corona rings, pump connec-

tors, and the double-cone assembly have been com-

pleted. The ion-pump power supplies are being modi-

fled and the pumps will be shipped the last week in

July. Fabrication is in progress on the outer coro-

na rings, bleeder resistors, column compression bel-

lovs, Ti electrodes and on the exit end cone. Assem-

bly of the entire accelerating column will begin in

September.

The installation of the parallel section of the

Fig. 9. Testing system used to load the H" accel-
erating column.

H~ beau transport line and of the permanent roughing

system has again been postponed because of higher

priorities of llnac alignment and switchyard con-

struction. The magnet alignment Is now scheduled

for the end of July and this section of this beam

line will then be assembled during August. The

remainder of the H~ beam line will be built after the

H~ Ion source and accelerating column have been in-

stalled.

The high-voltage. tests of the H~ C-W are now

essentially complete and manual controls have been

installed in the Injector control room. Resistance

calibration of the C-W resistance stack has been

completed. This C-W generator is now ready for

operation except for computer control systems.

Collaborative Programs

Several group members are participating in

collaborative efforts with other groups, including

work on the EPICS particle separator and the bio-

medical beam-shaping control system. This work is

reported in detail in the reports on those programs.
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IV. ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION AND COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Injector Control Systems

There are two Injectors on thi LAMPF accelera-

tor: one for a high-intanaity H* beam and a second

for an H" beam. The Injector control systems in-

cludt controls for both lor sources, the two Cock-

croft-Walton (C-W) acceleratora, and the beaa trans-

port equipment leading from both sources to the first'

linac.

The program of improvements and maintenance on

the H+ systems wa» continued this quarter. In prep-

aration for fcne 800-MeV beam teat the calibrations

for all of the If1" injector systems were checked and

recalibrated where needed. A Fenwall fire-suppres-

sion system using fraon was Installed in the dome of

the If1* C-W and taated. Work on tha new beam-current

monitoring eystem was hald up ponding delivery of tha

new power supplies and amplifiers. Thia aystem will

be installed next quarter.

The new rack of control equipment for tha emit-

tance gear functioned reliably after ita installa-

tion last quarter. The low-energy emittanco frofllea

obtained through thla equipment were eaaantlal to

the 800-MeV teat. The dedicated Nova computer which

controla thla equipoent failed for only the seconu

time in one year. The trouble was corrected with a

minimum of downtime.

Work on the H~ injector waa paced by a lack of

manpower, but significant progress was made nonethe-

less. The wiring and equipment installation in the

dome is now 90X complete. The prototype printed

circuit (pc) cards for the light-links were received

for final testing. The 30-kV, 30-mA power supply

failed, for a second time, to meet specifications

and was returned to the manufacturer for corrective

action. The beam pulaer was wired and la undergoing

tests. Deal3ns were completed for the vacuum con-

trol panel, the diagn atic viewing panel, and for

the 50-kV extractor voltage dividers. The C-W ter-

minal voltage video amplifier is 80Z complete.

Tae scheduling of wires for nine bins of NIM-

•odule controls for the H~ transport line was com-

pleted. The equipment was sent to an outside fabri-

cator for wiring. A water-cooled heat sink was

Installed between a pair of 100-A bending-magnet

power supplies to carry away the heat.

201.25-MHz Control Syatam

The 201.25-MHx control system

ules 1-4, the Transition Tftagica (TR), and the lOCH

MeV Diagnostic Area (DA). Th* improvement program

in modules 1-4 and the development program in.TR and

DA were postponed until after the fiOO-MsV tast.

805-MHi Control System

The 805-MHs control aystem extends from modules

5-48 and includes instrumentation for Sectors B-H,

All of tha controls ware operational by the start of

the 800-MeV test and performed well during the teat.

Beam-diagnostics studies during that tast indi-

cated that separata powar supplies wara nesdad for

the quad doublet between modules 12 and 13. This

need waa nut temporarily by using two of the five

spare focus-rsgnet powar auppliaa.

A large capacitor in tha 805-MHx rf system ex-

ploded and induced a voltage surge through unsus-

pected ground loops cauaing failures in a watar cem-

peiatura controller and in ona of tha remote data

terminals. Subsequent investigations uncovered

several ground loops; all but three wars corrsctad.

It will >.ake another catastrophic failure (a rare

avant) to ascsrtain if tht precautions will prove

adequate.

A new operational mode was defined for tha 805-

MHz area. This one allows the beam to pass through

module 13 to a atop between modules 13 and 14. A

new run-permit mode, was implemented to accommodate

this type of operation.

Switchyard Control System

The switchyard control system encompasses the

equipment In a Y-shaped area connecting the end of

the accelerator to Experimental Areaa A and B-C.

The month of May was spent wiring the 20 racks

of control equipment to various devices in the

switchyard. This task continued until the start of

the 800-MeV beam teat. By setting priorities and

by closely supervising the contractor, it was pos-

sible to get the crucial devices operational. Those

devices included the vacuum ion pumps, a fast-acting

valve, & quad doublet, the beam-current monitors and

wire scanners for Lice A, the run-permit system, the

water system, and the temporary beam stop for line A.

Controls for the delta-ray spectrometer* th* energy-

measuring device, were designed, fabricated and

lnstslled. ••:• bD

• ) ' • • ' • • • • • (

'•••:. r I
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Following the SOO-MeV test, the wiring and

device hookup for the remainder of the switchyard

began. These tasks were complicated by the fact that

sone temporary wiring had been installed for the

test. By the end of July, the jobs defined by the

original schedules for Line A were completed. Work

is still in progress on the magnets, valves, and

diagnostic devices for Line X. The process of check-

Ing the controls, channel calibrations, chassis in-

stallations, modifications, and additions should be

finished in August. The channel lists in the control

computer are being updated as this work progresses.

The first of the new transistorized current

shunts performed satisfactorily for the 800-MeV

teats. The regulation exhibited by this unit was

approximately one part in 10 . The other ten shunts

required for the switchyard were fabricated and

tested.

A flip coll will be used to measure the bending-

nagnet fields to a high precision. A multiplexed

digital voltmeter (DVM) will read out the integrated

signals. Controls for the flip coll, DVM, multi-

plexer, and 1/0 unit were completed. This equipment

will be Installed next quarter.

Experimental Area Control Systems

Planning for the experimental area controls con-

tinued this quarter. Numerous discussions were held

between personnel in the controls group and the beam-

line designers.

Preliminary designs for the control systems in

Areas B and C were completed. Plan drawings showing

all of the devices along Beam Lines B, C, EP, and

HS were prepared. An arrangement of 24 racks and

4 data acquisition-and-control terminals (DACT) was

made for Equipment Root? B. A tentative rack and

chassis layout for the instrumentation and controls

was drawn. Hardware channel assignments were given

to the 1000 data and control signals compiled for

the two areas. The task of preparing this informa-

tion for the control computer was started. The

procurement of NIH control aodules and the prepara-

tion of wire schedules will begin next quarter.

Work continued on the development of special

costrola for the High-Resolution Spectrometer (HRS).

The drive motor, controls, and position encoder for

the HKS drive systec were received. Fabrication of

a module to interlace the CAMAC dataway to the motor

drive amplifier for the NMR position control was

completed. A prototype incremental encoder for

monitoring the probe position was tested. The first

production unit and the first motor drive amplifier

should be ready in August.

A prototype CAMAC pc card for eight channels of

stepping-motor control was designed, fabricated and

tested. Production units will be built as needed

for beam-line control.

A prototype regulator for the power supplies

driving the IL (trim) windings was fabricated and

tested. The final design with supporting documenta-

tion is in progress.

A rcagnet-position sensing system based on a

taut wire was developed and tested. Numerous elec-

tronic circuits had to be devised for this develop-

ment. The equipment for two channels (up-down,

left-right) was built into a NIM bin and is ready

for tests on a magnet.

Thermistors are used to measure water tempera-

tures along the accelerator. In order to use these

devices in the target areas where the temperature

excursions are much larger, a new curve-fitting

technique must be devised so that the temperature

measurement will give the required accuracy over the

large temperature spans. Work on this project is

being aided by members of the computing division.

A readout system is being developed for a

helical bifilar proportional chamber. A timing

analysis of the readout electronics was performed

to ineure that timing problems will be minimized in

the final version. The prototype readout unit is

scheduled for integration with the chamber early in

September.

LAMPF Data Terminals

Each nodule of the accelerator is connected to

the control computer by a datu-acquisition-and-

control terminal. Sixty DACTs were operational for

the 800-MeV test. Four more will be installed to

handle the controls for Experimental Areas B and C.

Additional test devices were built for the

analog data system (ADS). These devices were re-

quired to ai^omate the testing of the ADS through

Che control computer.

The DACT In the transition region was modified

to handle 35 analog command channels in addition to

the 128 channels of analog data. Similar expansions

will be required for the DACTs in areas B and C.
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The drive circuit for the stepping motors was

redesigned to make it more noise-immune and reliable;

new pc boards will become available next quarter.

Central Control Room (CCR) Systems

The second operator's console with its new hard-

ware was put into operation for the 800-MeV test.

The hardware included one trackball module, two slew

modules, and three function button modules. The

software to support the operation of the console was

completed a few days after the hardware was in-

stalled.

The programmable function buttons proved to be

a valuable innovation. Each operator can have a pro-

gram card which defines what function each button

performs. To increase the readability of the pro-

gram cards, the panels are being modified to use

two-color buttons. A soft green glow will be used

as background illumination and will change to amber

when the button is turned on.

To satisfy the need for two (and probably more)

storage scopes on each console a multiplexer was

designed, built, and installed on CIUI2, the inter-

face unit which connects the second console to the

computer. This multiplexer will handle 11 storage

scopes and provide the capability for writing the

same display on any or all of the scopes. Software

to support multiple-scope operation is being

debugged.

Preparations for retrofitting the first console

continued. All the interconnecting cables between

the console and CIU#1 were installed. The new analog

slew chassis for ClUfl was completed and tested.

The new hardware will be ready early lr. August. The

retrofitting will require two weeks with mc«t of the

effort going into modifications on three of the

CIU#1 chassis.

Preliminary work has started on the third con-

sole which will be needed early next year. The

shell of the console is in storage. Moat of the

hardware assembly work will be done by an outside

fabricator.

LAWPF Control Computer

The LAMPF control system is organised about an

on-line digital cosputer. The computer, a SYSTEMS

SEL-840HP valued at $500,000, performed without a

failure during the four-day 800-MeV test. Only three

failures occurred during the whole quarter: a

tachometer on a magnetic tape drive wore out; a

bearing in the card-raader froze; a high-voltage

supply on the graphics display scope failed. None

of the failures took the computer off-line.

An additional 16,000 words of core memory were

installed on the computer. The work was completed

in seven consecutive days. A simple change was made

in the executive program to incorporate the new

memory into the system software. No problems have

been logged against the memory since its installa-

tion.

A CAMAC crate controller for the 840MP was

assembled and wired along with an 1/0 chassis to

interface the controller to the computer. The CAMAC

system will be used to control equipment associated

with the HRS.

Programming

In preparing for the 800-MeV test, on* of the

problems was the monitoring of the 805-MHr rf sys-

tems. If any one of these 44 systsns trlppsd. then

It had to be reset and brought back to full power

before an 800-MeV beam was possible. A program was

written to display all the necessary information

about these and other ayeterns on just two lines of

the character scope. Each system was rspruuanted by

a single character position within the two lines.

Based on data collected and analysed by the computer,

a pre-defined character or number was written In the

position in one of four colors. The operator could

tell at a glance which units, if any, were Malfunc-

tioning and the nature of the fault. An automatic

fault-resetting capability was incorporated into tht

program to handle the straightforward situations.

The complex situations were handled by an operator

or by the program which automatically turns on and

runs up an 805-MHz rf stand.

Several programs had to be developed to support

the operation of the new hardware developed for the

second operator's consols. A diagnostic program was

written to aid in troubleshooting problems during

the installation phase. The other programs inte-

grated the function buttons, trackball, and slew

knobs into the system software so fast that the

operator was unaware that a computer was doing all

the work. Another two weeks of programming will be

needed to finish programs for slew knobs and storage

scopes.

Work started on a group of program to proviae
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for control of the magnets in the switchyard. The

operator interacts with a display on the character

scope by specifying the bean energy or momentum or

the last accelerating module. The computer makes

all three of these quantities self-consistent and

then checks that the magnetic fields are set for the

given energy. If so, the operator is free to give

the run-permissive and drift besm through the switch-

yard. If not so, the computer will set the currents,

appropriately based on a table of calculated values

or on empirical data previously stored. The operator

can choose to have the magnets set quickly to an

approximate value or, more slowly, to a precise

field. Options are available to work with any mag-

net, to record new settings, and to display pertinent

information about each magnet on the storage scope.

A monitor program will alert the operator to any

variations in the prescribed settings. This soft-

ware will be used during the first switchyard tests

in August. A major evolution of these programs is

expected as operating procedures are developed.

Work continued on the reliability of the system

software. A major advance was made in handling the

magnetic tape drives. The programa which control

the operation* of the drives were revised to provide

a high degree of error-checking with appropriate

recovery procedures. When a condition is detected

for which there is no recovery, the computer opera-

tor is given the opportunity to remove the offending

tap*. The new software had ratifications In several

major programs, all of which were revised.

Major and minor changes and additions were made

in several prograas. The program which facilitates

the testing of accelerator hardware was revised to

survive across computer crashes. A new option was

added to the repertoire of hardware tests. The 805-

MHt if recovery program was modified to cope with

unexpected conditions discovered during repeated

trials, (fork continued on the beam recovery pro-

gram; it way expanded to handle th« run-permit situ-

ation in the injector. A change was made la the

data-gathering program so that it now flags data

collected during the time a fast-protect condition

existed. The program which facilitates she on-line

debugging of new software was rewritten to operate

from either operator console. A new list of changes

can be expected for next quarter.

Distributed Operational Systems

The systems %escribcd below are essential to
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the operation of the facility. They span the length

of the accelerator and are being extended into the

experimental areas.

Timing System

The timing system serves to synchronize the rf

and beam turn-on throughout the accelerator. The

master timing unit is under control of the computer.

Prior to the start of the 800-MeV test, the '

basic timing signals were extended to the switchyard

and each of the sector timing chassis was fitted

with an outlet for T , the master sync signal,
zero

During the 800-MeV test, the timing system provided

its functions flawlessly.

Faat-Protect (FP) System

The FP system is hardware which can quench the

proton beam in the event of a beam spill, or of a

fault which might result in a beam spill.

The FP chassis for the switchyard was installed

and the system vas put through a final check before

the 800-MeV test. The system provided protection

throughout the week-long run. As presently designed,

the system will inhibit the beam from all injectors

if any malfunction is detected In the accelerator

or in the switchyard. At some future time, it may

be desirable to be more selective about which in-

jector is shut down. If so, the system can be

modified accordingly.

Run-Permissive (RP) System

The RF system is hardware which can inhibit the

beam upon detection of any abnormality in the ma-

chine interlocks or the personnel safety nyitem.

The final portions of the RP system for the

accelerator were tested and pronounced operational

for the 800-MeV teat. Preliminary consideration

was given to the RP system in the switchyard where

the control computer will perform all of the checks

which are energy dependent.

Personnel Safety System

The LAKPF personnel safety system includes key

banks, door Interlocks, warning systers, and the

interconnections of thece systems to the FP and the

RP systems.

The personnel safety system for the accelerator

was operational for the 800-HeV test. The extension

of the system to the switchyard is about SOX com-

plete. All designs, drawings, and fabrication were
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finished. The warning horns, scram, and reset

stations were installed and tested. Work is pending

on the warning signs and the permanent interlock

circuits at the truck access door. For the 800-MeV

test, the beam switchyard circuitry was integrated

into the last accelerator sector.

Preliminary designs for the personnel safety

system in Areas B and C were completed. All of the

safety devices were ordered and deliveries should

begin in mid-September.

Radiation Safety System

The radiation safety system has two purposes:

personnel and machine protection. Personnel protec-

tion is provided by area monitors, air-activity

monitors, and fast-acting neutron monitors. Machine

protection is provided by fast-acting bean-spill

radiation monitors.

The task of calibrating and installing all of

the area monitor systems for the accelerator and

beau switchyard was completed. Cruda estimates of

the radiation fields expected at three of the

switchyard monitors suggest that the sensitivities

of two should be increased by 10X and one by 100X.

Techniques tor achieving both gains era known and

and will be tried next quarter.

Seven area monitors obtained froa surplus were

reconditioned and calibrated for uaa during the

800-HeV cast. These units were Installed at selec-

ted locations to determine shielding effectiveness.

They will remain in use until the radiation surveys

are completed.

A special neutron detector was Installed In a

20-ft-long pipe pointed at the 800-HeV beam dump.

By adjusting the location of the detector in the

pipe, it waa possible to measure the source inten-

sity. A readout in CCR displayed the number of

n/aac from the beam dump. By assuming a reasonable

value for the neutron/proton yield, an estimate

could be obtained for the number of protons Imping-

ing on the dump. The calculation indicated an

average proton currant of 25 to 40 nA, which vas

consistent with other measurements.

The conversion of the beam spill monitoring

system from a peak-sensitive system to ooe which

controls the average radiation level was conplat«d.

A total of SS monitors had to be modified, calibra-

ted, reinstalled, and checked through to the

computer. All units are back in operation except

for those in Sector A where the work is pending com-

pletion of beam-dynamics tests in the transition

region. A procedure is being developed so the con-

trol computer can test the system automatically. A

paper describing the new system was presented to the

Vlth Intern. Cyclotron Conf. In Vancouver, Britiah

Columbia.

The beam-spill monitoring system for the switch-

yard was installed and taated locally. One of the

detectors could not be installed because the tempo-

rary beam dump occupies its location. Checkout and

calibration of the signals to CCR will ha done naxt

quarter.

Auxiliary Systems

Communications System

The LANFF coHMualcations system includes Inter-

phone, paging, telephone, and FM radio aervices.

The Beam Switchyard (BSY) coamunicationa sys-

tem was completed and put into operation juat prior

to the 800-MeV teat.

The Lab-Office Building (LOB) general announca-

uant system waa completed and put into uaa in mid-

May.

The design of the Experimental Area A communi-

cations system was finished, and the job was turned

over to the installing crafta. The work abould be

finished in August.

Design work on the paging and communications

panel for the second CCR console was suspended until

additional experience la gained with the present

layout. A temporary paging unit was installed for

the 800-MeV taat and proved adequate for tba currant

level of operations.

TV System

The UMPF TV system facilitates the monitoring

of accelerator operations and provides acceee sur-

veillance.

The operations monitoring system was extended

to the switchyard. Installation of the trunk lines

to OCX will complete the system. A cost estimate

and work breakdown were prepared for the system

proposed in Experimental Axaas B and C.

Tba last camsraa for the access surveillance

system along the accelerator wars Installed, The

signals st CCt have yet to be equalised for easy

switching among the nine cameras involved. la the



switchyard the wire installation for the truck access

waa completed. All conponents for this caaera, in-

cluding the weatherproof housing are on hand. In-

stallation will start when the truck access shield

plug and mare are completed.

Video System

The function of Lus video system la to provide

a means for automatic and aanual switching of signals

fro* the accelerator to CCR for display on one or

•ore oscilloscopes.

The video system was extended into the beaai

switchyard. The job of wiring was completed and

the line drivers, buffer amplifiers, and matrix

switches were installed. The reaaining tasks of

calibration and system checkout via the computer will

be done next quarter.

Experimental Araa Computers

Two Model 20 FDP-lla conatituta tha first incre-

ment of computers in tha IAKPF data-acquisition ays-

tea. . One, the so-called terminal computer, la being

used by all tha experimenters to dtvalop program*,

while the other serves aa a prototype data-acquiai-

tion computer. The reliability record thua far of

these computers has bean vary satiafactory.

Three computers ara scheduled to arrive during

August. Two of the three ara tha faatar, more power-

ful Model 45 of the PDP-11 family. All three will

play tha role of data-acquisition computers; on*

will be located in tha BioMdical area.

The.first aajor goal of tha programming effort

m a achieved thia quarter wh«n tha "Underground"

(TOG) aystaa waa demonstrated. Tha aim of thia

effort has been to modify tha Manufacturer'a Disk

Operating System (DOS) ao that il can support the

priority task of dace acquisition in addition to a

background taak, e.g., a FORTRAN compilation or data

analyaia. Tha approach taken was to imbed thft data-

acquisition coda in tha DOS monitor in such a way

that tha experiaeatal apparacue function* in tha

aame way a* an intarrupt-drivan DOS peripheral unit.

Thia approach required a major revision in tha DOS

loader program and a special magnetic-tape driver.

Varsions of the UDC systea were produced for both tha

fixed head <KF) and -soviag-heed (IK) disks.

In tha test, a UDC syateta was created on tha

twnkfasl computer and tranaOarrad to tha data-aeoui-

altioa compute? oa magnetic tape in accordance with

the operating procedure planned for LAMPF. The

systea was then made to acquire data through the

underground program and write the data on magnetic

tape. A proviaion was made for exchanging data

between the underground and a data-analyaia or dis-

play program. This provision also makes it possible

to control the underground from the teletype on the

computer. Since the UDG systea will accept any sort

of data-acquisition program, each physicist can

develop an underground program unique to his experi-

ment.

The next step will be to acquire data from a

multlwlre proportional counter (MPC) and display

tha resulta on a atoraga scope as wall aa record it

on magnetic tape. Tha MPC la presently baing inter-

faced to tha computer and tha atorage tuba display

waa just delivered.

The computer for tha Biomtdlcal Facility will

be Installed In a multiuser environment. To support

t.hla mode of operation, tha Real-Time System Execu-

tive (XSX) waa purchased from tha manufacturer.

Considerable effort was invested thia qiiarter in

getting tha aoftware running and in understanding

lta full capabilities. A few modifications will ba

necessary to exploit certain features. Hark was

started on programs to allow M X tasks to communi-

cate among themsalvea and to aanage the swapping

araa of tha background.

The tirat applications programs written war«

for tha channel tablea which contain all informa-

tion about tha data and control elgttale (channels)

in tha lloaedlcal Facility. The first channel liat

waa compiled and punched on cards. A program was

written to process these cards on to tha disk in a

way that makes tha information raadlly available

to other programs. Another program was developed

to print the contents of this table. Several itera-

tions will ba required before the data in tha table

stabilise.

CAHAC Hardware

Major portions of tha experiments at LAMPF will

ba interfaced to the dats-acquinltlon computere

through CAMAC hardware. The key element of tha

interface Is tha Microprogrammed Iraneh Driver ODD)

which can multiplex data from up to eight concurrent

proceasea into or out of tbe computer^ Tha first

M O was pat into operatic* In Jume. In a damanstra-

tioa, tha MID acquired saw from a scalar under
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interrupt control and plotted the 24-bit data in a

simple histogram on a scope. The program which per-

formed this task was resident in the MED and, once

Initialized by the PDP-11, ran without further atten-

tion from the PDP-11. This demonstrated the stand-

alone control capability of the MBD.

Three additional MBDs were built aad partially

tested. The first level uf testing was dona with

the aid of a PDP-11 simulator, a simple console

which operates in a single-cycle mode to execute

PDP-11 instructions. Three simulators were assem-

bled and teatad for thla purpose. The second level

of testing requires the PDP-11. The three new MBDs

should be tested through thin level and be ready for

assignment by the end of August.

The deoign of an MBD with a 1024-word memory

(expandable to 4096 words) vas completed. The

larger memory (up from 256 words) waa required to

buffer the high drta rataa and to hold programs for

preprocessing avanta to rajact those which are

obviously unacceptable. The new MBD also hue fea-

tures which will make it capable of atand-alone

branch operation with a eimulator or remote branch

operation with the data link. A prototype of this

MBD will be teetod in September.

The detailed design of thtt CAMAC data-link

module waa completed. A prototype will be built

and tasted next quarter.

LAMPF Electronics Bquipmant Pool (LKKP)

A pool of electronics equipment of general

utility la being created to support LAMPF uaara.

Temporary quarters for the LEEP were established In

an area of the LOB which can be locked. Tha respon-

sibility for control and inventory of tha equipment

waa assigned to a member of tha LAMPF staff. A

systematic seriea of acceptance teats on all LEBP

HIM modules waa initiated.

V. ACCELERATOR OPERATIONS

LAMPF Operations

The main activity during thla period waa an

intensification of operator training on accelerator

operatlona in preparation for the 300-MeV beam teats.

This waa accomplished by scheduling operations for

several weeks of three shifts par day interspersed

with weeks of two ahifta par day. By working with

tha experimentalists, beam line physicists, and aya-

tems engineera, tha craws learned and became fairly

proficient In running tha accelerator and making

adjustments to the system to keep tha accelerator

on-line. Consequently, during tha 800-HsV teats,

tha crews performed their taaka with a high degrae

of skill and deserve a fair ahara of cradit for tha

success.

During the next quarter, additional personnel

will be assigned to operations to bring tha organi-

sation to full atrangth.
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL AREA

Facility Planning

Design has been completed for the Isotope Pro-

duction Facility. The project has been advertised

and bids received. The low bidder proved to be the

Baines Co. of Albuquerque. Construction of this

facility, located to the north of Beam Stop A, will

start In early August. The stringer housing for the

insertion and extraction of targets has been fabri-

cated and is on the site for installation. Stringer

fabrication is continuing for later installation.

An architect has been selected and design work

is under way on the Radiobiology and Therapy Re-

search Facility. The preliminary concept of an "L"

shaped building is being modified to avoid conflict

with planned experiments around Beam Stop A.

An architect has also been aelected for the

Weapons Neutron Research Facility (WNRF) and design

work will be started by the architect in August.

Transport studies for the beam line to serve the

WNRF, particularly in tha switchyard, indicate S O N

structural interference. Investigations are under

way to determine what modifications, if any, will

need to be made to the switchyard truck access.

The construction of the mate entrance to the switch-

yard will be delayed until all interferences are

resolved.

Switchyard

During the last quarter the switchyard was made

ready to receive beam for the 800-HeV beam tests.

Since the successful completion of those tests, a

major effort has been devoted to the development of

the full beam-diagnostic capability of the switch-

yard for a continuing program of beam and accelera-

tor performance studies. Many of the diagnostic

Instruments and two of the switchyard magnets were

tested during the 800-MeV tests and their control

wiring was checked. Most Instruments of Line A

were exercised from the SEL-840 control computer.

Some deficiencies in the actuators for the instru-

ments were noted and attempts to improve them seen

to be successful. The experience gained in the

early tests has proven useful in the completion of

the switchyard systems.

Work to complete the control systems is pro-

gressing satisfactorily. A program for control of

wire scanners in the switchyard, and for calculation

of profile parameters, has been written end tested.

A program to set and monitor switchyard magnets and

to Interact with software permissive Is.being

written. The program to collect and reduce data from

ISICa and Harps has been designed and is being

written. A more detailed plan of ISIC end Harp data

acquisition has been designed.

A detailed study of the use of Line X as a

spectrometer has been made and some changes in

potential use have evolved. The plans for the

tuning of the switchyard have been developed to

greater detail, but will not be finalized until

experience is gained with actual beam transport.

Tue completed collimator assembly has been

installed in the baam channel and the preliminary

alignment and Re leak-testing have been completed.

No leaks were found in the stainless steel vacuum

enclosure or the eight actuator assemblies for the

ccdllmator jaws. Final alignment and calibration

of the collimator jaws for deflected Line X and Line

A is in progress. The special beam tubes for the

area between LA-BM-02 and tha colliaator hove been

received, cleaned and installed.

Seam boxes for tha 200-wire ion chambers,

IA-II-02X and LX-II-01X, have been received, cleaned

and installed. Leak-testing will be done in place

in the bean line after installation of the ion

chambers.

Twenty instrument stands and related beam boxes

have been Installed in the switchyard for the follow-

ing Instrumentation:

Wire Scanners (VS):

Ion Chambers (ISIC):

Centroid Monitors (CM):
(6 in. & 4 in. nom, size)

Zinc Sulphide Screens:

4 in Line A
2 in Line X

1 in Line A
1 in Line X

4 in Line A
5 in Line X

Completed
90X complete

Completed
90S complete

Completed
Completed

1 in Line A
1 in Line X

Completed
Completed

Saven linear actuators for the above instru-

ments have been completed, assembled to the Instru-

ment, and calibrated; three more actuators have been

assembled and are ready for assembly to the instru-

ments.

All components for the beam-line plumbing in

the switchyard have been fabricated or are on hand;

installation work is almost complete. Preliminary

alignment of the magnets and instrument bean boxes

has been done.



Baam Araa B - Huclaon PhTaica laboratory (NPL)
A number of hardware -'.ems ara balng designed

or fabricated. Tha long-awaltad Araa B crana has
bacn inatallad and la undergoing final acceptance
tests. The design of electronic equipment and con-
put er interfacing for tha beam transport system has
reached the stage of rack layouts and channel des-
criptions; wire echedullng and procureaent of signal
conditioning equipment will begin Boon. Shop draw
ings ara nearly completed for atands for tha magnate
in the U>2 cave; remote-coupling cooling-water con-
nectors for these magnate ara under design. Shop
drawing! for the stripper foil aachacls* have baan
completed. Detailed layouts of tha neutron colli-
Bator machenlsas ara balng aade. A final, detailed
layout of tha U>. target la balng made; tha refrig-
erator and compressors for this target a n being
plu<bad for tasting. Detailed layouts of tha Line B
baam atop ara In process. Tha asaembly of tha
polarised proton targat cryostet la nearly com-
pleted and ahould be ready for test In the near
future.

Baam Araa C - Hiih-Kasolution Froton Spectrometer
(HRS)

An order for the last two magnets in Beam Line
C (LC-BH-M and LC-BM-05) wee placed and the atael
fabrication ia to start at the beginning of next
quarter. Two other magnets In the beam line and the
spectrometer, LC-QK-12 and HS-qK-01, are being
fabrisatad and delivery ie expected In September.

A numbor of hardware itema for Beam line C
were received during the last quarter. These In-
cluded all nine twister quadrupola magnate, tha
detector chamber for the spectrometer, and the
vacuum chambers for the spectrometer. Moat of the
power supplies for the beam line magnate have
arrived. Regulators for these power supplies are
to be installed at LASL.

Completion of the fabrication of the two large
bending magnate for the apectromater waa delayed by
handwork required to meet the specified tolerances.
A final trial assembly for one of the megnets bee
been successfully completed by the. vendor cad ship-
ment of the large steel piacaa baa etarted. All
four coils for these large magnets are already on
hand at LASL. Prior to shipment of theee etflls,
the various acceptance teete were performed as

specified. Upon receipt of each coil at LASL, a
visual check was made to check for any shipment
damage.

Fabrication of the spectrometer structure wee
finished end erection of the structure In Area C
will start in early August.

Field-measurement and pole-chamfer studies on
the 6Q29s were completed. Their nose pieces have
been shortened and field measurements will be per-
formed. Existing field neasuremente are being
analysed.

Designs for the secondary emission monitors
(SBM)i beam scanners, steering 1810818, ate, have
been completed. Thermal teete on the SIM foils
indicate that the design should be adequate for 0.1X
accuracy. Detailed layouts for the beam scanners
are waltlag to be cheeked. Detailed layouts remain
to be done for the SIM, beam colllmstors, steering
magnate, and current monitor at the atrlpper as well
ae for their various beam boxes. A magnet la avail-
able which appears suitable for the current Monitor
at tha atrlppar. These prejaeta swat proceed iu
order to avoid delay of the beam line vacuum system.

The beam-scanner electronics have all been re-
ceived and tested. The diecrlminators had a thresh-
old of 100 mV rather than 50 mV as requested so these
will have to be replaced or returned. With the
possible exception of the discriminators, all of the
electronics will be placed la Equipment Building B.

Spectrometer calculation* indicate that a
theoretically best resolution on the order or
6p/p « 10~5 is possible for a solid angle Q - 3.6
mar and momentum acceptance of t IX. The necessary
fields at entrance and exit of the dlpolee can be
obtained by am adjuatabla noee piece (11 parts)
aeeoclated with each fi*ld clamp. A design for this
nose piece now exists, but drafting assistance is
critically needed if the parte are going to be made
in tin* for the magnet measurements ia Area A.

The optics of Been Line G indicate teat en
additional quadrupola after tha target will allow
a reduction in the else of the been dump end vacuum
pipe by a factor of * 3. An attempt will be made
to acquire this quad from the I4MPP magnet pool.

The layout of the teat-wire monitors along
•sea L*ne C end the BtS exists. As soon as wire-
loading teete ara finished, these monitors can be
ordered. Additional drafting assistance will be
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required to define Che actual lines along the mag-

neta and to define the connecting bracket* to the

various magnets.

Energetic Pion Channel and Spectrometers (EPICS)

The firat aet of bida for the EPICS spectrometer

bending magnet machining order was openad in mid-

Hay. Because the lowest bid was conaiderably above

our estimate, several design chances ware made to

simplify fabrication and reduce coat, including

breaking the jtb up into aavaral packagea which can

be fabricated by different vendora. Aa a result,

the second set of bida included quotations a factor

of two lower in tha price than tha firat aet. Tha

price of theae magneta, including steal, colls,

vacuum chamber and fabrication, ia t< 75e/lb, making

theaa magnets the chaapaat aver purchased for LAMPF.

A two-month delay in tha placement of the ordara for

tha fabrication of tha magnets was required to

accomplish this coat reduction.

Tha preaant status of tha EPICS magnets ia

given balow:

Channel Maoata

taw atael delivered

Coil fabrication 2SX completed

Steel fabrication 5X completed

Spectrometer

Quadrupolea 25X completed

Raw steal for bendt oo ordar

Coils for bands on order

Steal fabrication on bid
for bands

The schedule calls for delivery of the first channel

magnet In October. The spectrometer quadrupolee

will be delivered in August. The delivery data for

the apectromatar banding magnets is not yet certain

but is expected to be early in 1973.

Progress on EPICS instrumentation has been slow

due to difficulties ezperleaced in developing an

amplifier/discriminator for the Helical chambera.

Four working prototypes have new been obtained and

a final version ia in programs• Design of tha read-

out system is nearly compleee and fabrication will

begin shortly. It is axpected that the complete

electronics for one chamber will be available in mW-

Samtemher. The nr-11/45 which is destined for

DICS has been shipped from the vernier. After

installation and aa initial shaksdowa pariesi it

will b* available for prey asm lag ama Interface

checkout. A document defining the control require-

ments for all EPICS systems haa been completed, and

design of conttola electronica can now begin.

The EPICS beam-separator design haa been com-

pleted and all drawlnga are conplete with the ex-

ception of the voltage divider assembly and the

high-voltage tranamiasion line. Fabrication ia ex-

pected to begin soon.

Some vacuum feedthrough components have bean

ordered as wall aa tha mineral-insulated magest

cable.

To minimise drafting effort, the voltage di-

vider and tha high-voltage line will be built and

taatad from sketches. Group CMB-6 is assisting in

fabricating tha braced kovar/ceramic portions of the

voltage divider; high-voltage metal film realators

have bean ordered for the divider which will ba lab-

teated aa aoon as possible.

One C-W power aupply, acquired froa the Prince-

ton Particle Accelerator laboratory (FPA), has been

dlaaaaambled and requiraa some repair, primarily

replacement of numerous broken raalatora. Construc-

tion of the driver amplifier for the 40 kHs trana™

formar and tha feedback control electronics is under

way; the C-V will h* taatad as soon as tha driver is

complete. Ur.f"ictimately, tha original electronics

wars discarded before the C-W VIM shipped to IASL

and only a faw circuit diagrams are available.

vacuum system components received during this

quarter wara a 150-cfm pump package for pumping tha

channel, a 10.6-cfm utility pump package, two 6-ln.

valves and tha canter vacuum tank. Fabrication of

tha doublet vacuum tanks was begun.

Detailed drawing* have bam completed for tha

rad-hard colllawtor-actuator (for the solld-angle-

deflnlng slits), momentum slit, and proton absorber.

Design continued on the beam plug, banding-magnet

vacuum tanks, and counting area.

The program, KATPOKT, which was written to

simulate th* tuna up procasura, has base Mtaggad.

Tha iteratlva procsdura of design and tsstlmg of

turn-up algorithms haa hegmn. IAYMKT is a Hoots

Carlo program which transports raadomliad rays

thromgh tha rkamaal ami staHlstas tha Masmramsnta

to ba mama on thaaa rsys by a sarias of MWC. Tha



program then uses these measurements to fora a fig-

ure of merit and its numerical derivatives, which

are used by the optimizing code* to find an optimal

tune. Using this code it is also possible to do

first-order optlmized-channel design which includes

the inequality constraints inposed by apertures.

Since June, a number of P uaera have arrived

and have begun working on the following projects:

1. RAYPORT studies of the tune-up algorithm;

2. design of beam-monitoring systeos;

3. calculations of various background radia-
tions;

4. programs to process field maps of experi-
mental magnets;

5. study of the efficacy of * differential
Cerenkov counter for ir-u separation;

6. a code to incorporate the effects of slit
scattering in beam calculations.

In the past quarter two major revisions war*

made to tha physical layout of tha channel: 1) a

sat of horizontal slits was added between tha first

doublet and the firat banding magnet, and 2) tha

decision was made to use the surplus Cambridge

Electron Accelerator Laboratory (CEA) magnet OKPHEDS

rather than tha PPA 30040 at the third band. Tha

addition of tlie horizontal slits increased tha drift

space between adjacent magnate by eight inches. No

changes in drift space were required to use O1PHE0S.

A closer look was taken at the water require-

ments for the channel. Heat loads, based on tha

necessary magnetic fields for maTtmnm momentum beam

and normal beam, ware calculated.

Detail design has been completed on tha vertical

and horizontal slits and th* degrader which operatee

between the second and third doublet. Fabrication

drawings of tha devices ar* now being checked. Two

romote-dlsconoact and ratractor vacuum-flange stech-

Misas are being fabricated. These ar* not of th*

««.-«4ard design, but ar* special devices which were

Memsary to adept the surplus PPA slits.

All of the PPA quads have been replumbad with

copp*r tubing and ceramic insulators. An orde? has

been vpltten for the fabrication of * SOS of tha

req<fire£ magnet support structures.

The m*g»ets for the mson chasms! mcy be con-

sidered in ijffee classes: epoxy-i—elited conven-

tional aagmetv, coacrate-ineulated radlation-bard-

ots, *0i aamtmm •egmets. At the end of

this quarter all conventional magnets have been

delivered as have the r.orea for tha concrete-insula-

ted aagnete. The coils for three of the four con-

crete magnets have been completed and tested; the

remaining coils are being fabricated. Tha coila

that have been received have been cycled from root:

temperature to operating temperature over 200 times,

and all ensuing cracks have been repaired. The first

completed rad-hardened magnet (a 12-ln. quadrupole)

has been assembled and preliminary tests will begin

soon. Sore design work is being done on the septum

magnets, but these have low priority.

The bulk of the power supplies for the channel

have been on hand for more than a year and operating

experience with them la being acquired. Bids for

four additional supplies have been requested.

An order has been placed for the support struc-

ture and alignment stands for * SOX of tha SMCi

Design work has statted on tha remaining magnet

supports. Design of the horizontal and vertical

pairs of beam jaws la t> 75% complete.

A prototype vacuum beam pipe has been fabrica-

ted to fit inside tha 12QI20 elliptical quadrupole

magnets, and is shown in Fig' 10. This welded beam

pipe ia fabricated from type 304L stainless steel.

It has been tested with a full vacuum and a deflec-

tion of *• 0.1-ln/slde waa measured. With this

deflection and tha 1/8-in. material, the 12-in.

quadrupole will have a useful diameter of t> 11-1/2

in. Design work is partially complete for the rest

of the vacuum system.

Primary and Secondary Beam Transport

The switchyard magnet status is listed below:

Beading magnate; All switchyard Line A and

Liae X bending magnets ar* in place awaiting align-

ment. The monitor magnets are Installed in the

power supply equipment aisle above the shielding.

Onadrupolea: All 6-in. quadrupole* required

for initial Liae A and Lloe X operation arc in place.

Th* remaining 6-in. quadrupoles are reedy for in-

stallation when Ares A becomes operational. The

2-in. quadrupole double*: for Line X is reedy for

installation. The quality of these 2Q1SH/6 quad-

rupoles is particularly satisfying: they were

designed by a hand-conversion' tJam the dlpole magnet

pole configuration shown in Fig. 11 (used on the

H10XZI69M/4 bending magnets). The end chamfer was
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Fig. 10. Vacuua beam pipe for a 12QE2U Magnet.
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Fig. 11. Shlm-antishlm combination for switchyard
quadrupolea.

scaled from that uaed on the 6-in. quadrupolea and

no prototyping waa done for the 2-in. bore quad. The

low n " 3 component comes fro* assembly tolerancea

of * 0.001 in.> which the "adjustable box" configura-

tion makes feasible (Fig. 12). The firat 2-in. quad

triplet Is assembled and ready for alignment; the

second triplet will be assembled soon. Both are

expected to be installed before the next bean is

delivered to the switchyard. The switchyard-to-

power-supply wiring (mineral insclated) is installed

for all the magnets now in place. Ceramic seals are

used in ttie switchyard tunnel, and epoxy seals are

iu the service aisle. The insulation resist-

QUADRUPOLE SECTION

Fig. 12. Quadrupole section.

ance of the completed dc wiring inatallation for

the bending aagnet atringa in Line A is 40Gft, and

for Line X la 15Gr<. In addition to providing a

radiation-reaiatant power cable, the m>l. wiring

u«ted hare la inherently self-shielding and, during

SOO-MeV beam ttats, no nolss pickup In the detector

circuits could ba attributed to the SCR power aupply

driving the magnate.

Beam Line B: The five mineral-insulated C-

magnetc, C7III32M/16, have been received at LASL.

Beam Line A Transport: All nine m.i. target

cell triplet quadrupoles are now on hand, and the

firat is being fitted with ita electrical and water

connections.

Characteristics of the magnets which have been

measured are listed in Tables I and II. The target

set in 1970 for bending-msgnet quality was /B'dH

constant to 7.5 x 10~5.* The total cost of the

switchyard magnets la $247,991, compared to a 1970

budget estimate of $250,000. Neither of theae fig-

ures includes the in-house cost of applying ceramic

seals snd other work which has been done at LASL.

The beam switchyard for Line D to the WHRF has

been calculated. These calculations show that a

kicked proton beam may be transported with 4-kG

bending magneto requiring codification of neither

the aeven-degree provision in the switchyard's

colllaator not the vacuum chamber between the colli-

mator and the two-degree bending magnets LA-BM-01

H. A. Thieasen, informal communication.



TABLE I

SWITCHYARD BENDING MAGNETS

Type No.

K22III17M/4 5

2

4

3

1

H10III69M/4 1

3

2

H13III99M/4 2

1

3

P/N

239098

239095

239097

239099

239096

243669

243671

243670

241609

241608

241610

Resistance
(fl)

0.055 at 75°F

0.054 at 72°F

0.056 at 75°F .

0.057 at 75°F

0.055 at 75°F

0.104 at 68°F

0.106 at 68°F

0.106 at 68°F

0.141 at 75°F

0.140 at 70°F

0.141 at 75°F

I.R. Gft

12.0

24.0

30.0

16.0

15.0

2.6

0.86

1.3

1.5

2.3

1.6

3.

1.

3.

5.

3.

1.

7.

3.

4.

1.

Deviation of
Over Useful
240A

,0 xlO"5

.OSxlO"4

.5 xlO~s

,4 xlO"5

300A

2 xlO"5

7 xlO"5

7 xlO"5

257A

0 xlO"5

8 xlO~5

05x10"*

2"

6"

35"
2"

4"

7"

: fi'il
Width

125A

4.3 xlO"S

2.65xlO"4

1.5 xlO"4

3.2 xlO"5

150A

5.3 xlO"5

4.7 xlO"5

i.l xlO"4

150A

8.8 x W 5

1.1 xlO"*

5.0 xlO"5

Water Flow
(300 pal)

9.6

10.5

10.6

10.5

10.9

8.0

7.2

6.2

11.5

8.5

10.4

Deaignatlon
(position)

LA-BM-01

LA-BM-02

LA-BM-04

LA-BK-05

Monitor

LA-BM-03*

LX-BM-01*

Monitor

LX-BM-02

LX-BM-03

LX-BM-04

Notes: 1) All H22III17M/4s are installed with water connections upstream.

*2) LA-BM-03 and LX-BM-01 are already installed. LA-BM-03 has the water connection upatraaa,
LX-BM-01 has the water downstream.

3) LX-BM-O,? and LX-BM-03 have the water connections downstream.

4) LX-BM-01 has the water connections upstream.

5) LA-BM-01 and -02 should be connected in series In one water circuit, with two flow switches,
one for each magnet. Similarly, LA-BM-04 and -05 should be in series. Flow will be 7.5 gpa
per circuit.

Type

6Q22M/5

No.

0

4

5

2

1

6

7

3

P/N

Prototype

242986

242987

242983

242984

242985

243040

242982

Resistance
<

0.436

0.343

0.35

0.34

0.33

0.33

0.33

0.325

cn>
at 80°F

at 80°F

at 75°F

at 72°F

at 75°F

at 80°F

at 75°F

at 75°F

TABLE II
SWITCHYARD QUADRIPOLES

X.R. Gil

6.0

10.0

10.0

1.1

4.0

15.0

7.0

0.6

/N - 3
(180A)

0.16

0.048

0.04

0.066

0.015

0.01

0.04

0.007

/N - 6
(180A)

0.3

0.202

0.18

0.133

0.127

0.19

0.12

0.195

Water Flow
(gpm at 300 psi)

4.7

5.1

5.3

5.8

5.2

5.3

5.3

5.8

Designation
(position)

LA-QD-01

LA-QD-02

LA-QD-03

LA-QD-04

LX-QT-01

LX-QI-02

LX-QT-03

Spars

2Q19M/6 5

8

6

0.37 at 72°F

0.38 at 72°F

1.2

1.2

0.036 0.056

0.032 0.094

0.025 0.019

8.4

8.0

LX-QD-01

LX-QD-02

LA-Q1-02

2Q9M/6 0.006

0.010

0.070

0.064
0.125
0.245

LA-QT-03

LA-QT-04

IA-tff-01

Note: LX-QD-01 and -02 should be connected in series in one water circuit, with two flow switches,
one for each magnet. Flow will be 5.5 gpm per circuit. •- '•



and LA-BK-02. All second-order aberrations are

Insignificant.

Besa transport calculations through Area A and

Area A-Eaat have beep continued to fleet changing tar-

get criteria. The finaj round of calculation* is to

be completed soon. The required profile and current

aonitora for the areas hav«t been specified.

Experimental Area Eq'iifent and Experimental Are*

Stgtmrt

The 100-HeV north port I* nearly ready for

target-teating. The box with thrae targets installed

in now in place on the Mounting raila. The target*

are:

1) an ATJ graphite radiation-cooled wheel for

station A-l

2} a ZTA graphite l.-cm-diam water-cooled tar-

get with a copper jacket for th« blomed facility

3) an ATJ graphite targat in a nickel wattir

jacket, also for the blotted 'acility.

TargeL-testing in tha 100-NeV north port ham

bean delayod because of other accelerator test*.

Targat work nhoul.J begin In about a Month, A graph-

it* wheel will be tested first fov 50 h in a 300-uA

average b«a«. A molybdenum whael it to be tented

second, followed by tha ZTA bloated target.

The »aln baaa stop has bean completed, leak-

checked and lnotalled in tha north port. Tha c o m -

muted beam stop and spreader has been water-flow-

tettad and installed in tit* box. Tha box has been

placed on a new support and alfgnm*nt device which

will facilitate removal and replacement when radio-

activity levels are high. Tha water distribution

system to the bean stops and targets is being

assembled.

Conservative calculations war* made on aoaa

intermediate-density (** * gm/c* ) ceramic wheel

targets. These calculations show that in general

the ceramics of interest will fall In the beam due

to thermal stresses. More accurate calculations are

being puraued using three-dimensional computer codes

for the temperature distribution in the vicinity of

a macropulse- This temperature distribution will

then b* programmed into « thermal stress code.

The designers of the bicewd facility would like

to have a graphite water-cooled target of the highest

density possible. A ZTA target of density 1.9 waa

developed and tested at the electron prototype accel-

erator and will be further tested in the 100-WeV

b«aa. An increase of 162 in plon flux could be

obtained if pyrolitic graphite could be used instead

of ZTA. Design work is proceeding on a 1.5-cm»diam

pyrolitic target. The problem is somewhat complica-

ted by the fact that pyrolitic graphite shrinks from

thermal contraction when it is placed in the bitua.

A suitable jacket material must be found to maintain

a tight fit between the graphite cylinder and the

water jacket.

The X06 process watar system was operated con-

tinuously for 137 h during the successful attempt

to- obtain the 800-MeV beam. The operation included

the use of the X06 ion exchange system. A water

resistivity of over 6 MR-om was achieved and main-

tained during the p»riod. The system, performed in

a very satisfactory manner, however, *om» minor

rework of the control system appears desirable.

All of the magnets that have been rough-aligned

have been connected to the switchyard process water

manifolds. All of the powur supplies and nonitor

magnets located in Squlpwtnt Building A have been

connected to the X01 process water system.. The

installation of the process water mains and branches

fta complete in Area A and Area A-East. These dis-

tribution systems have bean cleaned and flushed and

are now available for use. Vtt* contractor has com-

pleted the installations of tha waste-resin holding

tank. The airlift pump installed In this tank is

performing efficiently.

For Ares. A» the work on the drawings for the

valve caves Is continuing, (fork is continuing on

the drawings for the connecting lines fCOM the valve

ccves to tnt secondary besm-llne manifolds.

A system to monitor and control dlpole magnets

with en M M gaussoeter hss been laid out. The gauss-

mjter, a Spectromsgnetlc's Model 5200, will bti Inter-

faced to a digital control computer and will provide

information enabling the computer to calculate tlaid

strength. The system Is being designed euch that

the computer can cause the gauasmetera to trick

field changes. Difficulties have been encountered

which are associated with the poor signal-to-noise

ratio (S/N) *t sMMt field levels. Improvements In

S/x hare been achieved by modifying the gauasmeter

and by constructing additional signal recovery elec-

tronics. El*c£ronics to digitize and transfer the

M S information to the control computer via a CAMAC

Interface have been designed and are under construc-

tion.

30
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Magnetic field aeasuraaenta have bean completed on
all the switchyard magnate. Some of the magnet*
sustained coil damage and bad to be measured ••vasal
times. After each disassembly the field character-
istic* varied by ae much aa three parta in 10* in
abaoluta value and by one part In 10* realtive ft'41
acroaa the gap. Thus, for each reaeaaureaent tba
end shims had to be changed to optimise the field
distribution. The Implication of this is that if
the magnate are fiisasssablsd Is Ota future, they
will have to he r—sssured.

The twister quadrupole (Q29t/T for learn Line C
has baas measured with several comblsatJoae of pole
chamfer, field-clamp position and bolt extaaeioit.
Thn first gueaa of a 0.4-in., *3° chamfer *aa sot
sufficient to correct the Integrated field waea the
field clan* waa installed. A slightly larger, 0.9-
ls., 43° chamfer was required. Tha integrated field
n • 6, duodecepole ceapuam us* xatacai to aero at
all field levels with the eoafiguratloa saeva in
Fig. 13, tinea the ceatral field a - * aims mist Is
also negligible, thia ami geometry Is aytlalaad fat
6-ln. quadrupolss with the sama coil shape sad pole
contour and is laiapaadaat of magnet leaf.**. The
valuea of n • 6 and n • 3 axa listed la Table XIX.

Fig. 13. Fola aa< coafiaaratlos of wiatar qaadra
^ a m ^ ^ b a a mvijjav^smmjjr y a a^e^mmm^mmmmH^ajamma^f^mj a^mmmmmvmvammmmtm>

> a y U at 411 field levels far this
eaomatry. • • ;

lamoaic
1

Currant
ft)

*00.{t
•00.26
600.36
400.11
IW.71

TABLI XXI
COMTXm AMD F I t t D 0USIKMT XM

nasmqcM) ULATTO TO n • 2
AS A FUNCTION OP CUMUT

Fl*ld Gradient
{C/is.)
1202.4
2235.1
I7f4.8
1204.2
603.8

a - 3
(t)

0.042

0.070

0.017

0.02?
0.020

6Q29R/7

n•» 6

<t)
0.034
0.034
0.032
0.032
0.035

Work Is eoatimlag on a amual lAlca will e o w
tais aufficteat imformatioa to eaable baam-liae
engineers and axperiaantal phyalciata to operate the
meaemrlftg saar. Tb« asmul will ooaslst of i 1) a
aatallad daacrlptloa of the aaehsaieil mi elactreaic
caupoaaatat 2) a sat of standard eperatiag preeeauraa

<tkls vlll iMlada stay ay »taa fteoaaatas far aa-
swsriag tha tasstisas askal by the oaaaatar){ 3> s
ssctlsa oa aaw ta aaavata aaji asa;' IJM •asaaaava
eeapatact *) s aaatiea. aa A a ayatea ingraas aa-
velaped for staff lag aster eaatralt ate. A S M
will Va wafttl If aayeaa la latsMsfeas la aai*alsr>

la tlw immmt #f

will aa aaad iaataad »f reaarveir taraet*. She
target caaalsraasats af taa first rsaal of aaparl-
aaata a n all vltaia «hs eapaaUlty sf a ao», 10-«
rafrigarator aklea la already available at U a W .
k aawtatlea for aaataar ldaatioal yefrlaarater baa '
been received aad will be sraared as sasa as faass
are available. If laraa tatmets er taraats with
large beat deaoeltlea are reqalrad, aaaa asaali^ra
ties will be givaa to reaarveir target eystsma.

The Mark X tfelts ray saaatreaatar was assd
saccasafally to assssrs pretoa aasrglss aarlAu taa
•00-MeV baac teete la Jaaa. Taprnwaaaats la the
fora of salaMiag. a maw detectort a. vary tkim tar-
gat, sad aoa-ra«ioactlva water for the detector
thermoelectric rsfrlfaratar a n belag laataUat.
Work baa begM aa A a problea af aslag a aaiteatai
fcw daapatar to pre digtat the

itloa for the Ceatral Ceatrel asaa (OOt)
^ atSwajp^ ammmavajmmaaaaa> ^ p 4vam}minmiafeapaaapma mmmaa*mmarmmavma a * a v v ^ a m j m a w ^ ^ a v a j t a y g f awmma#
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considerable software remains to be developed.
An ord«r has b**n placed (or a sample set of

graphite foils with a 1-5-ail-dia* holes on center.
These foils Kill be tested at 100 MeV to check for
possible stress-crack problems around the holes and
at the clasp. An attempt will be made to determine
the mechanism of heat transfer fro* the foils. Ra-
diation is expected to play a predominant tola under
the proposed operating conditions* but the determina-
tion of the aauunt of conduction cooling is important
since it aay influence th* design of the damp.

A reactor Mat of notation danaga to m.l. aag-
a*t components has been cempleMd. A teat section
of directly cooled m.i. cable, complete with ceramic
seals and water insulators and thermal suitcase was
Irradiated in the Omega We*t Veactor (OUR) to a
total dose of * 5 it 1011 rad. On* hundred volts ie
waa applied to tn« conductor, and the water waa
maintained h e w n 6.1 and 1 *S>-e* resistivity to
dvpMcate the ai.i. migasfc conditions. The coadwetor-
to sheath insulation was loat soon after the stsrt
oF tb* irradiation, thsrmal-switch osaratt** hic—s
erratic, and the Insulator resists*** decraaseu.
Initial poet~*rr«UatlM examiaatie* ehawe tMt tb*
toft-solder from the aaals had Belted and swatted
the aeals and evsatually irnilil the leap. The
water Insulators tbaaaelv** maaeur* 0.7 and 1.7 00
(compared to > 5TJJ before irradiation). Further
axaniMtlon will b* c**duct*d a« the Insulators
(•specially an axaalMtiea for internal daiasits)
und « titafwal aaalysi* of the m.i. cable will be

the switch operating t*mp*r*£vr*s have baa*
and found ta ba ebasaed a** unatabla e*a-

pared to the initial a*aeureaealcs. Slight eanaaian
as* baa* oh*srvd JLssM* the tubas* and additional
abaarvatioHS wilt be made. The c*v*mlc aeala *b*w
radiation disceleratiem and • sattsn af, at lMBt*
surface cracking, all af es* eanaananta wars redic-
ersphad pritc to the teat and past-ust radiagrapbs
are to be awe*. It is beUenrad that tits wnanaactej
danaaa ta Aanaaaasika accucmd dnrina: a aatriad of
•artinal perfrwisncs of the watar-eoaliag syateat.

S « V M banding —gnsta as extended loan fron CIA
hava arrived. Sn addition, « surplus C •naa.it haa
baa* aoetiired tttm kmm Lasacasav*. Tws OCA aagaeta
are ta ,b« used in baas chasms! •{ o m m ia f*. and
KAtJK I K the teat cliiansl. The rsasiaiag •aansta turn
deeifaated far tiw UMtf BlactraaicaHulpnast foal

A table of characteristics is given in Table IV.

Kanotc-Handlina.

The NcrriMC gantry waa hoisted to the tM0-f c
level of the service area and aated to its box. the
box has been rotated la place and carried back and
forth ovar short distances with the gantry; the
gentry system la working wall. Mo work was dona to
finish the ttorcisac box during Chie auarter. The
boK-laad-tlaas windows (old lestle windows) era being
refurbiftted by an outside cons any.

Two additional hot-call window w a n ranwed
froB the n W building At Jackass Mats, Nevada.
Tan windewa are now on hand. Nina windows are
required for the hot call* which leavae en* window
box for aockup and aaulpaaat eatwp week. The hat-
cell roof covara have presented a problem due c* th*
use of rejaet steel slal« in cfc* canstructian *t
door* w i way*. The slab* ware sufficiently bowed
to cause interference, th* daeca arc being Jatkad
w* aad shlas placad an their roller aaasafelia*. Tha
doer •psning aad w*rit-flatfant •ysts*. ha* b***.
cbackod aat tmi week* wwry wall.

Batail deaiga oC tht. targat-hMdiiag maananlMi
?*r Taraat A-l i* aaaalfit* Mat It 1* baint fabrie*>
caa im*nawaa«

The faat-rabbit *yat*a which remotely placee
and ratriavaa a sample fraw the pretaa
af Target *»1 ta* bean rsaasaad to avoid
diau naad t* ask* «*ui£*i stinaifit ••* i**t*n
effect. Tka naw Sfr^aa* is t* mnvida • large-diam-
eter pip* amandtng t* th* north *t th* maim beam
Urn*. Th* pis* will b* Isag a*a«gh t* m u n that
tb* shielding C M b* wstnini t* aapea* it* -mi
for 'Jutnr* **Aitl*n of a rabbit ••ihsstsm. Tb*
pip* will a* Itll«i with shielding n d flamy i *tf
mmtil needed.

Th* stand* f*r th* targat cell triptet* have
bean d**if *ad *ad *r* bsimg f *bric«*d i* UHK^/SW

•us. tb* stands pravld* hseisemtel amd «*cti«at
adjusfeatt f*r th* aammeta. Th* a C J w M M t * a n ta
be pswerad by hich-frfua aaawMttc stasytag •**•*•
that ar* to th* prototype stag*. The suMisss *f
thaw motors dapesda *c th* dswlspm*at *f an ait
cylinder that hit me organic seal* aad • v*s**se»ly
law l*«k rat*. Slaal* asdifl6ati«na t* ** imiaman
siv* esaaarelal air cyliadsr ****** t* **lv* th*
d*v*lcpN*t prsblaa.

J



TABU VI
CHAXACrOUSTICS OF HUNKS ACQUIRES KM Wtff

Quantity
3

]

1

I

DaattMtioa S o t
ORPHEUS M -wUk 3 * - i n .
EURYBICE circular pola
CALLIOPE (CCA) tlpa

MfUN (OEA)

KAMN (CCA}

SCttJLA (CCA)

ODYSSEUS (C£A>

r
H

1

n
C-ttatMt C with 20 - ls .

(ASM) circular pal*
dp*

Cap
Naithe

(in.)
S

ft
3

10
11
ft

Cop
HMtk

32

I t
12
22
1?
20

Cap
Laagth

3ft

9ft
3»
«•

«a
20

Max.

Iff

20
17
la
SO

-V12

Wtight
Ct<aj>

21

12
t

33
35
12

Macltiaa taala haw haaii cat ay tto aiilwiahta
In tfca ataff aha* £» tta hUMaaat *f tto Narrtmc
satvlca ana as* await tt» sacataar* alacttltel haak-

Kto 4raftii« rasalraaatts fwr aaspletlaa af <to
•at* aM aataatfary **m itnaa kawa aaaa racatelafai

• arav!4a «t aM I *

Ika caaaarary liaaaaiaa aklaMInt far U M A
vm iMialla4 In tha awltciqpardi far fka Ini t ia l M0»
MaV haaa. 9art *f tka caaparary Mac ft ata» naa
iMtallad n thac tlna mi tha aalaaca aff thta atap
Iwa aaM caaplatail. A taaptriry aktaU claavra «f
eke atrltchyari tnwii acaaaa «NW faataltei aarly ta

tttm. tlia aaat eaaparary elaawt wi l l %• uaa4 far
tlw trm I l i aMi t i c i atwMaa. tfca pinwaat aklali
1* elite aatrwK» wi l l aat ka Smtdlai «atll tatar
tlda jMar. Baaai aw a—ttarlat roawlta mt tta f irst
tOO-MaV kaaa, aMItlaaal akiaiitu* (MM haa* l w u l l a i
In tka vertical aaaft t * Ida ihla-taratt araa.

laatallatiaa af atackai aMaMtat araaai «ka
— M B taraata la Araa A kaa kaaa acarcai* Oaa-faat-
tklck ataal alaaa «•«• kaaa iaataltai a* Ow f laar
arawa* TM>1 aaJ T?tA-2 aai t m a i tha ineaa» «atar
il«aa that tv* 1M tMa lawar laval* licanaa »t tk*
f majalartty «f <1w caacnt* f l*ar alak (nawta—
varlatliia «p to 1-1/2 in.) thoca init ial ataal slate
hava kcaa lewla i k? aMaatag, aa4 itama kaaa gtwttai
iata placa. TW lavaliac pra*Maa * Savsl platfarai
•e HkJcli * • atack tha ruaalaiag U te ot ataal
alaha aai caacrata klack*.

Par tto iaitial fMHWf toss tssts s ssisU af
ft sf cast i n * a&i toas plaasd straaa tto

aatraaca t* Araa A. thia rnUl to aaii-
Mai af car aaaplatlas af tto taata ts f i t iatw tto
fissl ssisM arawMl WA-1. twlss sstm tea toss
atarta4 m tto sspsr aslsM far Am* A ass* far tto
U-A ssl«M. Praliaiaary layaata tows l

far tha ssstrisa aspariasst ssisM*
inas far this ssteU saw toss ttartad.
starts* as Araa t stsatoi sMWMisf ssi far tto ' '
asialalat #lst far tto Uas • teas atsp aaaaaa steft.

Pitsm M is s aarractaa tarsias' af .as •
•w «raph «sias appears* is U-4tM>rt»
ttstas taastt as t V M0> Prafras far tto parisi

wry M» W72 (p. Jf, W«« 23>. I to
aaatras aaactnst mm rapartad ta to at St as iata

far s ftt-ss issstrsttas.
Par l a r i i M i af astaMtsg

avassi tto prtaary prstcs toas stap. Itosaji sat far
tto actaal dlaaaaiaaa «f tto ata* itaaif» tto
CVUM hui kiiaa aalaitljicad ittt
s valasa Jaflsad ky a cylladar 20 ss is rstias ani
42 as. la lasttfc arlastai aaattatly *i<* tto pmtas

•1 tte aaaactwl murw yiaM f raa thia valaaa
aa m raaalt * f i*H*dm tOOMaT aratass.

Slsca M e k H i l M s f astaff far tte
fe Cat •sMstsMaMnf ftst aMsSlaMP si

p ta *atfjiata tto lai^asarajr
tlaaa. Xa this psrtiasSar s«sa, tto UH>"la»alaaa«

.)'ajs^M^pk ^r^ f̂tTJ TJ i^^assftjbasavaa^^sa^asajs^aft ^^^^^^^A^A*^K^^ri

1* H i . 13. 0ar tto partiaa af tte



% ^ F W W F A W^W^*—I— • ^ R P W 'WIP—JF *^WWF

Kg. 14. tmrgy sMCtrwa *C ••wtrwi ( l w sameta-
tlag •© «• 1st* •MaMlftg ac right aagl*
ts hsaa) sts» •

Wg. IS.

ako«« IS IMT, IMC « M HM4 to «Mrt 47,500
t t i M I M F Mkich nmlt«4 to 34.M7 «K«pti«

tW IBW •—•rgy psrclmi « M calculstad
M U | AWT, with I ts MWCM hctag wmmtHtui %f m
MMC calcvUtlM for 4000 I«cl4ut yntOM (000 IWV}

produclu -v 2S.900 MutcoM of Margies oC IS HaV or
2*n Inaldc the syaelf i«d VOIMK. TtwH muttons
W H then tr«Mport«4 by AMDt. This sourc* tap* wu
cyclad tm tlasa in ANDY, thw» atoulctiftg th% low-
•Mrgy yl«W for 40,000 iacM«U rto too*, rifptvm
14-20 show the nautron sysctta (slU«g Into th*
angular Intatvsls 0-10°, 40-50°, 90-100°, 130-140°,
and 170-iaO0, rasa«ctl««)y, with ths asgl* asnurad
with raapact to ths hsaa 4itactl<m. Sam iaprova-
• n t ia ststi«&i€s is mslss.

V
\

y >i«wuw mmmm* m-vtt

Fig. li. HsMtrsa saactra ia aagwltr iatarvcls 0-10°.

Fig. 17. i H t m ssoctra ia angular intervals
40-S0°.
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Pig. IS. Nautron apaccra In angular lntarvala
90-100°.
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Fig. 20. Ntutron apaetra in angular intarvala
170-180*.

Vig. 19. Rautrots apactra In angular intarvala
139-M©°.



VII. LAMPF FACILITY CONSTRUCTION VIII. PHYSICS RESEARCH

Craft-Equioaant - Inatallation Activities

Zia/IACI craft* provided about 3,000 aanhours

of installation assistance during this period. Con-

trol wiring was pulled and terminated in the beam

switchyard, Service Aisle A and Experimental Area A;

aagnet and ion pump atanda were aet in the beaa

switchyard and magnet power supplies were set in

Service Aisle A.

The L. E. Meyer Co. coaplated all accalarator

cooling water and vacuua hook up work and has now

coapleted 992, versus a scheduled 100X, of the X01

through XOS cooling water system extension into the

priaary A beaa line.

Fabrication of the HRS support fraae was com-

pleted and inatallation is now 82X complete, compared

with a scheduled 99S. A contract fox Merriaac chem-

istry laboratory furniture Inatallation was bid and

awarded to Western Stataa Mechanical Contractor fox

$46,681. Thia work is now about 2X complete.

Building Construction

the Experimental Area Phase II contract la now

99.6X coaplete coapared with a scheduled 9S.9X.

Service Aisle D la the only portion of this package

for which beneficial occupancy haa not u yat been

taken; however, a lengthy liat of punch liat items

remains to be cleared for all other portions of thla

contract.

Experimental Area Phase III haa progressed to

99.9Z completion, versus a scheduled 100X, with only

a few punch list iteas remaining to be accomplished.

General Facilitiea for Preparation of Experiments

Scintillation Countera

Three trial phototube base designs have been

wired and are being tested for tha EMI 9813B photo-

tubes. Scintillating plaatic la on order.

Readout and Coding Electronics for Multiwire
Proportional Chambers (HWPC)

The contract to build the printed circuit (pc)

boards and chaaaia for handling up to 8600 digital

signals froa proportional wire chambers was let to

Eberline of Sa'ata Fe for construction of the chassis,

and to Sparton Southwest of Albuquerque for tha pc

boards. These unlta are being checked as they ara

received fxoa the contractora. The chaaaia are

showing surprisingly few mistakes, but the pc cards

have been disappointing in tha quality of coaponsnt-

aounting and soldering. At tha and of thia quarter,

approxiaataly 16 decoder units, sufficient to handle

3200 proportional vire signals, have been checked

oi": and certified for uae. These unlta have been

checked through the Supernova coaputar and ara sta-

ble, reliable, and relatively alaple to troublaahooc.

A great deal of Interest froa outside users has been

aanifested in this unit design, and engineering

drawings have been sent to several groups contempla-

ting early experiments at LAMPF.

MWPC Aaplifiata

Most of the off-chaabar amplifiers fabricated

by Virginia Polytechnic Institute (VPI) h«v« been

received, and about 3000 aaplifiars hav* bean chacked

out and are ready for uaa. Another thousand remain

to be repaired.

The parts for 4000 on-chamber amplifiers have

been ordered, and the circuit design is firm. Soae

small details on board layout reaain to ba worked

out before bids can be requested.

The aultilaboratory effort to standardize on a

hybrid fabrication for MWPC front-end electronics

appears to be bearing fruit. Prototype units have

been received froa Fairchild, and ten laboratories

are now evaluating them. This evaluation will be

completed early next quarter. It is hoped that

these hybrid units will reduce overall systsa costs

and substantially simplify implementation of propor-

tional counters Into the experimental program* at

LAMPF.
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Computer Intarfacea
The slngle-chaaaiu lntarfaca batvaan th« deccd-

• n and tha Suparnova or PDP-11 computers haa been
completed and checked out. It workad perfectly tha
fir«t time It vaa taatad and baa provan fraa from
croaatalk, notia pickup, and signal droop, which
usually characterise control units driving long
Unas. This unit interfaces up to 40 M N K decoder
•odulaa (8000 viras) Into alchar computer at data-
tranafar rataa up to one Million 16-bit words/sac.
It packs two 8-bit dacodar words Into a lf-bit com-
putar word bafora trasefar, and thus permits tie
maximum data-tranafar rata poaatbl« for a givan
computer cycle time. This unit, tha decodera, aad
amplifiers aa built, constitute a reliable data sys-
tem for multlwlre proportional chambers. Tha sys-
tem la nolaa-fraa, avan with cable rune up to aavaral
hundred faat, and in electrical environments found
in tha experimental araaa of LANPF.

Helical Wire Proportional Counttra
Tha development of helical wire proportional

counters haa continued tMa quarter and substantial
prograaa haa baan made. A •ingle wire helical cham-
ber waa constructed and taatad at tha LASL tandem
Van da Graaff facility. Tha chamber had dlmaoalona
of 18.5 cm x 15 cm overall with an active araa of
1 cm x 18.5 cm. A 12-tfaV proton beam waa elasticsl-
ly acattarad from a gold targat aad momentum ana-
lysed with a apectrograph. The italics! chamber waa
placed 11.25 cm behind tha focal plane and tha *la«-
tically scattered protons passed through tha chamber
at an angle to tha normal of 57°.

Two taata were made, count rata and resolution.
For the resolution taata tha •amentum silts at tha
entrance to tba apactrograph were reduced. The
measured spatial resolution wae 0.6 ma FWM. Since
the spot alia at our chamber waa unknown, this givaa
an upper limit for tha resolution of tba chamber.
For the count rata taata we measured tha tluing peak
position, tha FWBH and FWTM (full width at tenth
maximum). Measured value* for a 1 kHi count rata
and a 50 kHs count rate indicated no change in tha
peak positions, no change in tba FMtJ and only a 15X
incraaaa in the FWTH in going from 1 M i to SO kHt.
Since no pixeup rejection waa employed, it appeara
that count ratee of at least 50 kHs can be handled
by these chambers. Additional measurements are
anticipated.

Tha prototype f*at ampllf ler/dlecrialnator tor
tha helical chamber waa taatad and found to be sitlo-
factory. A final printed circuit waa deeigned and
fabrication of tha firat production modela la under
way. Tha anode wire amplifier deaigned by MP-3 waa
avaluatad and tasted and W M found to be satisfactory.
A complete readout system using both of theaa units
haa baan designed and fabrication will begin shortly.
We aspect to have tha complete electronics for oaa
helical chamber ready to test In old-September.

_ BMC8 Fast Electronic trstom
He completed design of the fast electronic sys-

tem tot tba KP2CS system. After a first proposal,
all ueers coamenta war* incorporated into a final
dealgn. The same electronlca will be used for chan-
nel diagnostics aad for tha spectrometer detectors.
Tha total requirement for electronics fro* tha pool
la approximately 145,000. Included im this r e c r e -
ment la equipment already on hand, A significant
amount was procured from surplus or w w used OH pre-
vious LASL eyperlmeats.

Considerable progress waa made in the daaigm of
two Csrutftov detectors. The first is a threshold
gas counter for detecting electros*. This will be
used both for channel twaeup ami for early expert"
menta. A second dasiga study Is for a diffsreatial
counter for asperating p£oms sad maoma in the lxvge
phase space of tha beam transmitted by tha spseu*©*-
stsr. So fsr, there appear to be to difficulties
which would prevent such s counter f m m working.
Detailed etudies of tha optical aberrations and the
light collection system are M M under way. Iks IVICg
Working Group provided all of the manpower for tills
work. (i

A dealgn study for s system to allow KPICS to
operate in the 150° to 180° region has has* made.
It appears practical to use s pool magsst, a 32-ln.
dlaa. circular pole tip magnet (either M H E U f or
EUMDICE) to daflsct both tha iacomimg beam and the
acattered beam at the scattering target. We envisage
occasional use of such a setup for backward scatter-
ing experiments as required in the tPICS experimental
program. Detailed studies will now begin, with the
aim of minimising tha coat of adding tha backnrd
angle feature at SOBS later date.



Design Studies for a Wow Fara Fact

Moot* Carlo studios art continuing on th« « -

periaent to asasure the electronegnetic font factor

of eba charged pion. Dr. Janes S. Ball, a visitor

froa tk« University of Utah, gave valuable asetstsitc*

with this work. Several •rrora v a n discovered in

tow of tba thaoratical papers that w a n uaad aa a

basis for the Most* Carlo prograe. These errexo

have been corractad in the coeputcr profre*, aad

atudlaa ara progressing.

Fioa Production frow Nuclei

The esperlaaatal data for * production froa the

Berkeley 740-MeV proton experiaeat has kaaa studied

with a view to discovering son* aapirical geeeval

law for the cross section. Several Interesting

rules aaargn. For t* production, tha intagratad

cross section of is proportional to Z '
3s

wT<+) " X
1'3 « 24.S

where t is tha atoalc niaaar. ri*ar« 21 lll«atr«taa

this law. For *"* production 0. in prepsrtlsnal (•
2'3

Figure 22 illustrates tnis law, n»e total crsaa

section lawn and the other evidence eeggest that •*

prodwctlcn is parlpneral and gees »*• *•** pwdeetien

and decay, whereas •" prodwctle* Include* the predec-

<lon ef «° and twasaetient charge1 anc.:nnas scattering

t. Involves a w e ef the nucleus.

«aot<ier interssting lew is that

da/dQdC

" T

is alnost ledeBsndent el S or A for e large nmeer

of nuclei. Figure 2S illustrstss this lew. The

curves for the several eleasnte lie very close t#-

gether. It suggests that very few details ef nMclear

atructore can he involved in plea prcdwctlea at this

These feetnree ef the plea production have

stiaulsted saas theoretical wort. M. M. Stevehela.

M N M , together with ft. *. stlsar, T-5, have cen-

atructcd e staple* seaielasaical nedel for the pre-

diction of picas frea nuclei. The existence of

extensive date frea the Berkeley snyiriaint provided

the iapetns for this work. It was found that in-

clwiiug the effecte of charge ewhenge and keeping

4* -4-

I"

as a» M 0

Fig. 21. resieive pien prsductisn frea nuclei
1** ve I).

*
it n
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Fig. 23. The euentlty d'e/dQdtVe^ far 30 «e» •*

fer preductien at various aaglee.

necessary to reproduce these ante. A reaarlwhly ased

?tt. considering the alapliclty ef the nedel, was ee-

talned ueiag only three paraestere. A paper en this

sa prepared and eueaitted te the FhyeScal

Review.

\l. M. gternheia and t .
tiea ef 11* end «"

Ulser, n3ta4U fer freduc-
hy Pntesc frea Nuclei." (fus-

altted fer patUeatlea la Phys. lev. C, July If72>.



the n e w aaceieae for the a-f forward elastic
scattering axaerlaaat have heea aroaacei, studies of
eyataaatlc error contributions ant under way, aad
tba etuleat (A. SerahacB, Frtaeetoa) la writing hla
thaaia.

XX. PIACTICAL AHUCttXOfS Of UMff

•rlsaa work balag perforaed undar auspices
of DSAIC Division of leaearch, DSAIC Division of
Sloaedlcal and Bnvlvonaantal keeearca, national
Caacar Institute, and USASC Division of Military
Application.

Freviouely, design "taMea far tha slam
haaN carriaA avt oaly to aaeoai otcax la tha

•aaa oat lea. ika rar-traelag aragraai, NOItt, kaa •,
« w vaan « M a to axtaai tta ealenlttlaaa to • blghar '
nraar. taavlta fat tha vloa aaaa araaarfelaa at tha
• w m t — Haaaralan alaaa arc aaaalatant with tha
aarltar aacaai ariat ealonlatlaaa. Mark It pracaad-
1«C ca axtairf tho htghacariar ealevlatlaa* to tha
awl U tha tinaml.

lHfci»a»r<a» drawlaga af tha haale aaanMy H
tha «ntraa«a fwitMBaU txlfUt war* •—flat ait »lto
far tha fafcrlMtiait of tha trlylat wara vaealwai,
ana a •aaaw* wa# anaaaii« aBa/aaanas anapxaaa ca*
tha fltat twa laailat aar%ata hrm haaa atartad, aa
well aa a laataa far l*a laat taaHag aaaaat.
•rawiaaa sac taa civa aaaanMapiai ajaaarvaaua ara
•MX aaaalata. lagtaaarlag acaitaa a* tha aataawtl-
eally eaatrallaa" haaa ataaa aai allta a m ciaatlaaim*

A awrchaac ra^aaat far aaaaat iraa la haiag
acaaarai aai a aarchaaa raaajast far cJala far tha
laat five •aitraftla aaaanta haa haaa aahalttai.

aaaaljr aaaHaaratlaaa. Oaa la aa lace-
iratai vanar aaiialgr/raealatar yataiaai tha athar la
a haala aaaaly ta »Meh the TMaTf <a»alaiai raaalat-
•r ayataa tawU ka aiajptai. Tha aaaflaaratiaa that
raaalta la the aaat aattaala aeaftlaatlaa of aaat aai
Jallwaty aata will ha eheeaa.

•atallai aafteawiae aaalaa af a aaltl*laval
aaypirt atractaia far tha ahtaWaa. aai ahaaavl eaa-

atartai aaC la la aragraaa.
Racaatly catalatai waa a ataa> that laal«ataa

that tha aaltiala caalaah acattarlat af alaaa tra-
varalag tha ehaaaal w U l ha wlthla accaacahla Malta,
BMwatag tha apartara of the la*6 Him ijaaitapelw
la hallaa-f illai aai tfia rawalaier af tha ehaaaal la
atr-flUei. Tata arcaaaaaaat, If fallaaai, « U l n -
aalt la a aavlaea af tha ar*w Af |20-4fXc, alaea tte



problems of designing and fabricating • complex he-

lium container with gas-tight ports for slits and

otbsr devices will b» eliminated.

Pion-Productlon Target
Both a stationary, water-cooled carbon targat

and a rotatlng-wheal carbon target ware considered.
The rotating target would be cooled by thermal radi-
ation. It was decided, for reasons of space limita-
tion, to use a water-cooled target, 1.5 ca in diam-
eter and S en long.

Plane were wide to teat • high-density graphite
target in the 100-MeV proton beam and to begin de-
velopment of a higher-density pyrolytlc-graphlte
tarfjtt.

The target insertion and removal mechanism will
fit throngh an lS-It»,-dia* port located directly
above the urget position.

Oos -sVatributloa Calculations and Dosimetry
Calculevlons of LET distribution ware started

using the reeelta of the pion-•energy-deposition cal-
culation from &W.. The main effort thus far has
been to collect stopping-power intonation for heavy
lone la tlKme.

Plane htvs be*,* mad* to purchase or construct
instrument* to be iwai for dosiMtry, *.&>• Xosai
counter*. Ion chamber*, radiation damage diodes, etc.
These instruments will be teatad in other beams
prior to the operation *f the blcswdlcal beam line.
A Sho*ka-tbi*ble-io*-ch.'j*er system with associated
electronics has been sat up amd the response to *°Co
gamma rays ami amtrons has been determined In air
• M 1* a Lucice phaatoa.

A •acorn* integrating-rlectromater HIM module is
maarit completion. Thi* wait will be compared to
the first one for the purpoas of discovering any
problems of reeroduslblllty. Two new operational
aovllftecs will be checked out in this unit; Im-
proved drift characteristics *«y be realised. The
peeoeat tesiga appeera to be w r y stable down to
curroate of 10 pA attd la usefal at 1 pA If balanced
omce every 24 hours (approximately). Totai drift
ratal from 0.5X to 2.SX la 24 teurs at 1 PA, but
was teas thaa 0.3Z/24 h at levels of 10 pA or higher.
The ambieat t«mparat«re fluctuation during tin re-
eerdlags was typically 3 to 5*C. A shielded Input-
selector switch will also be teated.

Treatment Planning
The dose'-calculation sactlon of the treatiwnt-

plauning program has been written and debugged.
This section uses a moderately simple calculatlonal
model of the beam; th* depth-dose function is an
adaptation of one used by G. Li at Stanford in their
pion-treatnent-planning code. A visit waa made to
Stanford to discuss treatment planning and their
pton biemedical effort in general. The final sec-
tion which outputs ths doss data ia still being
written.

Neutron Dose from Pious Stopping in Tissue
The neutron-dose spatial distribution resulting

from pion "stars" has been calculated for a "tlaaue-
equivalent" material consisting of C, N, 0, and H
using a multigroup, neutron transport code, ANDY,
developed at LASL. The "stars" ware assumed to be
uniformly distributed throughout s 1-liter spherical
treatment volume centorod within a sphere of tleaue
of 40-cm radlua. The results are shown in Fig. 24.
If the total dose within the treatment volume la
taken to be 10"9 rad/fl" stopped, then, at -5 cm from
the *dge of the treatment volume, the doae baa
dropped to IX of the treatment dose. Further calcu-
lations show that the v-ray contribution to the
dose external to the treatment volume is -2X of the
neutron dose end, hence, can be ignored.

Fig. 24. Dose Distribution In Tissue From Star
Neutrons
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A table showing the dose delivered to specific organs

for a few particular treatment sites is being pre-

pared and should be more informative for radiothera-

pists.

Shielding

The required thicknesses of steel shielding for

the biomedical cave have been calculated with an ap-

proximation technique that treats the neutron spec-

trum from thu target as a sum of bins of discrete

energy. In traversing shielding, each aonoenergetic

bin is assumed to generate a 1/E upectrum that cuts

off at its bin energy. The spectrum is normalized

at the entrance of the shield so that at an equilib-

rium distance Into the shield, the 1/E spectrum has

attenuated to the same level as given by neutron

transport calculations (made at ORNL for concrete).

This approximation technique la being compared with

the apecial caae of 90* scattering from the Area A

beam atop ae calculated In detail by Group MP-6; at

present, the resulta differ by roughly a factor of

five to ten in the neutron flux.

The steel shielding nhickneasas are determined

so that personnel neutron tolerancaa ara mat assum-

ing 1 BA of protons onto a 5-ca-thick carbon target.

A collimator following the target will probably be

required to reduce the size of the neutron source

presented to the neutrino area; the neutron flux

produced In the collimator ie comparable to the neu-

tron flux from the carbon target as measured in the

biomedical area. The average whole-body dose due to

star neutrons is 0.3Z of the tumor dose in a one-

liter volume; this dose already exceeds an original

tolerance of 0.25X average whole-body dose. There-

fore the shielding in the paclent direction will be

7 to 8 ft thick, in order to limit the aese due to

neutrons penetrating the shield to somewhat less

than 0.1Z.

Computer Control System

Work on the computer control system is progress-

ing satisfactorily. The control console Is being

assembled in the laboratory. The layout of the con-

trol panels has been determined. The control phil-

osophy has been fairly well-defined. Prototypes of

some of the digital electronics In the console have

been obtained for evaluation as to noise suscepti-

bility. Ssveral control panels arc in the drafting

state, and fabrication of some of these will begin

soon. The control console should be nearly completed

within three months.

The orders for the major items of the control

system have been monitored regularly. Moat of the

equipment, including the PDP-11/45 computer, ia

scheduled to be delivered in August. Plans had been

made to buy an "equipment enclosure" (i.e., a prefab-

type structure to house the control system) with in-

stallation to begin in the late fall. Unfortunately,

the cost of this approach is unknown and delivery by

November 1 now seems unlikely.

The software for the computer control system Is

also progressing. An effort was made to fir* up the

control channel list and control interface details,

e.g., magnets, magnet power supplies, targets, beam

diagnostics, dosimetry, communications, etc. This

has not been completed. A decision was wd« to

utilise a Real Time Executive software system (KSX),

baing marketed by Digital Equipment Corp., rather

then relying solely on the modified Desk Operating

System (DOS) being used In ths othar experimental

areas. Tha RSX11-B version haa baan obtained and is

running on a PDP-11 in the Operations Building. A

few special features ara being added that will be

required for our application. Unfortunately, RSX11-B

ia being extensively rewritten and the newer version,

RSXll-D, will not be available until next spring.

We will start with RSXU-B and switch to RSXL1-D

when It is available. The changeover will not be

almple. The CAMAC interface with the control com-

puter will be tested during the coming quarter.

Early In the quarter, ths trunkline wiring require-

ments will be specified so that negotiations can be

started on an installation contract.

Medical Instrumentation Development (In cooperation
with tha U1M School of Medicine)

An EGG preamplifier has beea designed which is

far less sensitive to clecCrosurgwry noise ths* any

commercial unit tested thus far. In addition, a

balanced coaxial transformer has been developed

which may he usod on the output of standard •leetro-

surgary salts to reduce array rf current*. This re-

duces both the rf aolse Interference and the profe- :

ability of patient electrocution or rf burns. It Is

planned that prototypes of aach of these waits will

be installed at BernailUo County Medical Center. A

paper that describes this work Is being prepared for



the journal. Anesthesia and Analgesia ..» Current

Researches.

A new type of electrosurgical scalpel has been

developed for trial use by surgaons at UHH MedicaA

School. Thia device allows the surgeon to cut end

tc coagulate tissue simultaneously, without any ill

effects an adjacent tiaaue. A current application

involves the removal of arteries for a coronary

transplant. Prevloualy, many avail branch nrteries

were cut and had to be tied off as the major artery

waa removed. These arteries are now cut and "sealed"

In seconds with the electrosurgical scalpel. Sur-

geons feel that this technique will result in large

savings of operating time and sore reliable scaling

of the small arteries. Experiments with animals*

will continue ao that further utillitation of this

scalpel may be investigated.

A primate teat has been performed ualng tht

"ECC-Synchroniied Cheat Compressor." This chest

compreesoi was proposed by members of the surgery

staff at the UNN Medical School. It waa found that

>>lood pressure could ba increaaed by more than 20X

whan the external praaaure waa applied at the proper

time; however, data on cardiac output were Inconclu-

sive. At leaat two more primate testa are planned,

one of which will probably involve the direct meao-

urement of coronary flow ratea. A realisation of

lncreesed coronary flow rate as a reault of synchro-

nized chest ccmrreBsion would be a strong Indication

of the therapeutic value of the technique.

In Vivo Tissue Analysis with Muonic X Rays

Discussions are being carried out with other

groups planning to do mettle x-ray measurements at

LAMPF in order to avoid any duplication of efforts

in setting up experiments. In particular, investi-

gations are under way Into the possibility of having

equipment (e.g., irradiation sample holders, shield-

ing, detectors, and electronics) common to more than

one experiment.

In order to more accurately predict the muonic

x-ray speetrua from tiaaue, better information on

spectral line ^napes, in Ge(Li) der.eetors, is being

sought. Once this information is available, it will

be combined with the results of calculations of line

yielda. These calculations Are being made using a

computer program that computes transition probabili-

ties for muons cascading dova atomic energy levels.

Meson Chemistry

A cascade code Is being used to calc..ate rela-

tive muonic x-ray intensities in acvernl light atoms

(e.g., C, N, and 0). When the Ce(Ll) detector ar-

rives, a library of empirical lines using isotoplc

sources can be generated. Muonic it-ray spectra will

be synthesized for those target materials to ba uaad

ia actual experiments. Thcae dry runs should prove

vary useful in planning the experiment*.

Radioiaotope Production

The data obtained during three series of experi-

ments performed at the Sjtaee Radiation Effects lab-

oratory (SREL) have been analysed and are being com-

piled in preparation for publication. The large

amount of thin-target cross-section data at 600 HaV

for approximately two docen targeta provide* a solid

basis for the future use of she Isotope Production

Facility at LAMPF. Comparisons of the thin-target

data with predictions derived from Rudstam's empiri-

cal ayatematlcs equations, including subsequent mod-

ifications, ara being made. Alao, thick-targ*t

yielda from Fe, Mb, and Bi have bam obtained. The

interlaboratory comparisons with Battelle Northwest

Laboratory and Aerojet Nuclear Corporation using Fe

and Cu targeta generally show good agrsement. land-

ing confidence to our analysis techniques.

Preliminary experlmente are now In progresa or

are being planned using LAMFF test beam of 100 HeV

and 500 HaV, initially at th» few-pA current level.

A Zr target (2 x 2 x 1/2-in. thick) is being Irrad-

iated at the beam atop that has been located after

Eodide 13. Thla target ia being Irradiated by 100-

HeV protons far the purpose of producing **T (107

day halflife), which will be used in Safeguards ex-

periments In Group A-l at LASL. Larger quantities

of this Isotope can be extracted from the Mo target

wheel that will soon be teated in a 250-uA, 100-HaV

beam. An additional Mo or Zr target may be inserted

at this location. The total amount of 88T deaired

is of the order of a few curies.

Weapons Heutron Research Facility Beam Line

The beam line extending from the LAMPF switch-

yard area to the Weapons Neutron Research Facility

(WNRF) Is under study. The lateat design of thla

beam incorporates 26 bending magneta, 21 quadrupoles,

2 collimatora and -700 ft of vacuum pipe. The de-

signing and engineering of moat of the components in



this bats line will be ixmm In MP-Divlelon. Prior
to obtaining funding for a proton storage ring at
the Wflff, it la planned that « proton baas only will
be transported to tba VRXF. (An H~ baa* will be
needed for tht proton atoraga ring.) Tha WCt proton
b a n will ha £2Z of tba total U W F proton baaa.

x. LAMPF USERS GROUP

Tha Executive Cnaaltteo aet In Loa Alaao* on
July 24, 1972. At this Mating thay incorporated
and becaae tha f irat Board of Directors of tb* LAMP?
Uaara Groun, Inc. Thin action followed the wishes
of tha aaabsrship of tha Uaara Croup as expressed in
tha balloting (35S yes, 15 no) on the aaestlo* of
incorporation. Durlns a combined Maaion of tha
Board of Slractors and tha LAMPF Blactronie and
Eajaipaont Fool (LOT) Subcaaaltteo of tba 1AP, *. I.
Hischko prasantad * status report on the lliSff Equip-
ment fool, followed by Donald aegentan9* report on
tha accelerator and the Scheduling Co—Ittoo. In
eacecueive eeaaion, the Beard heard a progress report
fro* Harrr Vslsrsiiy, Ch%imen of the K S WnrUvg
Croup. A slate of proposed noainees m i recsived
tttm a Moednatinc Coamittee. Millard Howard report-
ed the resulte of the bowsing survey refuestod at
the last Executive Comlttee Meeting. George Igo
presented a list of proposed speatwre for the Sixth
UMPT Usere Meeting to be held at Los Alaaoa on
Novenber 13-14, 1972. LAMPF Director Louis Rosen
aet with the Board and discussed inforaslly tha gen-
eral outlook and plena for the coapletlon of the
facility.

In actions t»V^» by the Board, Hlllard toward
was asked to obtain definite answer* on the ^ueatlone
of telephones and transportation for experlaenters
at LAW*. The Board uneniaouely agreed to reco—end
to LftSL Director Harold Agnew that he double the
LAMPF priority housing by next vprlng* The Board
appointed Gerald C. Phillips as psrllaaenterlftfi for
the next LAMPF tteere Croup Meeting.

Usere Aetivltlee
The Surwoanitteee on Radiation Therapy and

Huatn Trials held • combined aeeilni at LAMPF on
May 31, 1972. Morton M. Kllgeraan announced that
the architect for the bioendlcal facility had been
chosen and discussed the proposed tiae scale There
followed a discussion of the site visit for the Pre-
clinlcal Studies In Plon Radiotherapy, which the
Untiooal Cancer Institute requested the University
of New Mexico ve»ub»it followlnj the original LASL
proposal. There was considerable dldcuselon nbout
what studies to conduct. Williaa Shleer discussed
treataent planning and his work on developing a
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computer coda to handle this ueiag fch* first beam
•odd.. Richard Hutaon raviawad tiw beam line pro-
poul. Tbara was a discussion ©f ralated pvoeosals
And the relationship of in-house work and outalda
proposale. Robert D. Moseley gave his ideea on
tuaor localisation and tha taak of M a new Sub-
committee. Louts Roam answarad cuestlons on LAMPF
and future plans. Tiw ravlaw and discussion of
anatomical si ten H I followed by a dlacuaslon on tiw
logistics of tha trials. A briar discusslM
followed concerning the feasibility of hcviag c w
proposals, on* to cover tha Cancar Research and
Treatment Cantar at M M and tha other for clinical
trials.

An organizational meeting ior the Radiation
Dassit* Working Croup was h a H at LAMP* on J w w 29-30,
1972. Tha attandaaa received brieffiaga on LANPF,
tha data-acquisition eystems, preliminary work on
dosimetry, preliminary deaign of tha exporfaraul
facility, and work in progress at other laboratories,
During their ttay, tha attendee* toured LAMP*, the
hot calls In tha CNR building, and tha Tritlur
Facility. AHatlvi ttcGulre (LAI!., Office of Special
Projects) addressed the group on funds for LAKPF.
At the dose of tha meeting, the Itadiation Damage
Hoiking Croup chos* Walter Creen (LASL, CMB-13) as
chatraan and C. Z. Serpan (naval Keeearch Ubora-
tovy) aa secretary.

The P3 Uorking Group held a meeting at LAMPF on
July 13-14, 1972. The purposa of the Kaatint was to
outline the specific plans to bring P 3 on the air,
with aapbasls on which tasks Dssra' help is needed.
Robert Hacefc talked abouc tha fine-tuning procedures
for the channel. Magnet aweeureaonts were discussed
by William Blasenwhl. Ralph Miaehart in building
and tasting a differential Cerenkov counter for use
in P3. Ray Critteuden ia looking at the general
problem of beam monltora. Pettr Cram described a
focusing spectrometer for uae In experiment #34.
After Richard Miachke discussed a CAMAC test sef.up.
several items chat need Users attention «<ere dis-
cussed: 1) background calculations, 2) Sewn calcu-
lations, 3) muon contealnation, 4) flux code, and S)
momentum resolution using ray-tracing program.

At a combined meeting of the IRS tttrkiag Group
Committee and t?<e NPL Steering Conmlttee, Xoy Thaler
commented on the theory of the nucleon-nucleon prob-
lem, in order to sat the stage for discussions on

overlapping areas of internet. N. Palevsky, J.
Slamons, and «. Willatd spoke oa tke propoaed ra-
aaaecn programs at the two areea.

Malson Office
The Malaon Office ia wssrkiag out tke procedures

for proceeaiag exparlsanters who will be visitiag
LAMPF. Ha hope te Insure the visitor of getting the
aecoesary aervicee tesulnd vita a a<a1aua of paper
work. He have aafaa to handle Chan uaere who a n
saffocead by tfea new AUO-adalklatered A K Uviaiea of
Physical leeea?ch travel funds. To data tbara are 9
scientiets at LANPF who received or are receiving
these faada. The July Newsletter ia ptr«aeatly being
printed aad will be mailed by the fine weak la
August. R e Maiaea Off lea alao conducted a survey
of approved espetimeatera la order to aacertela
chair housing needs, aa directed by tka LAMPP Oaare
Oroup taaeativa Coaalttea. Other proileme •reveatly
being atmifced are! 1) traasrerutlon for users, 2)
telephone eervlcee for esare, 3) aterage aarviaa far
users' aaHtfammtt aai 4) preeacatiea of a Vtara
maadbook. Major maUlaga bMdled by thla of (lea
weret 1) ballota to membera of IAWF Qeare Oroup
concerning incorporation, S) amouacea*nta of work-
ing group aaatiags, 9) anaounceaaat of the Coaference
on Particle Accaleratora ia Radiation Tkerapy to the
mambere of the Users Group interested la the blamed-
leal aad biological applicatlona of IAMPF.

The Program Adviaory Committee (PAC) will meet
at UNPF oa September 27-2S. 1972. The deadline for
receiving proposals to be considered at thle meeting
is August IS, 1972.

ateeearch Proposals
The following now research proposals have been

received a.*nce the prevloua Quarterly Statue Report:
116 The Quaaideuteron Photoeffact in 1 2C at 130

HaV"
•araett C. Cook. Spokesman
John X. E. Baglltt, Alfred S. Bureau,
laraett C. Cook, Richard C. Harrison
(lows State Univ. and Ames Laboratory
of BSAEC)

117 "High Resolution Study of the Neutron Pick-Up
Reaction"

C. Ito. Spokesman
C. Igo, R. Rolfe, t. Struts, J. W. Sunier,
C. A. Whitten, Jr. (UCLA); E. R< Flynn
(LASL); S. Vlgdor (0. of Wisconsin)



118 "Fragaenr Balsslon trim Plon Interactions with
CCMPICX "ue2«i"

K. T. Portia. Swtfceawsn
K. T. Torlla, Graduate Student (Purdue
Univ.); B. J. Dwpesky, R. A. W i l U m
(USL>

119 "Croas Sections of Staple NUclu; Reactions
Induead by K-NtsMs"

Kmf—w. Ssotes—n
S. KMfMM, Mll« P. St«lnb«r« (AM.);
Gilbert lut lsr (USD

120 "NMMroMt of tlit PolariratlOB AeyaPMtry *»td
tlw OirCarandal. Crow S^tlon of ?lon-*tcl«on
Owrg* Biehaa$r froM ICO to 500 MtV"

P. I . Sober an4 K.H.K. M»«WB». Spok—MW
0. I . Sober, I.H.K. Hefkansp K. C. Leung
(Univ. of Cclifornift, Loa Angeles); C. F.
Hwang OASL)

121 "Interaction of Stopped Negative Fiona with
Complex Nuclei"

K. E. Seael. Spolayan
R. L. Buraan (USt) , J. f. Scblffer,
).. Meyer-ScRutiawlater, R. E. Segal (AM.)

122 "Pionic Ato* X Rays and Nuclear Oistributiona"
R. Kunselwan. SeoVea—n
P. A. JenklASt *• J> rowera (Virginia
Polytech. Int l . ) ; R. I. Walsh (Coll. Mm.
l> Nary); R. Kunselnan (Univ. of dyomlng)

CM/ls: 1357 (1175)
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